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Recent advances in Terahertz Quantum Cascade Laser (THz QCL) development 
are pushing this technology ever closer to practical application, particularly within the 
spectroscopic field. For this reason, optimizing the operation of THz QCL frequency 
combs, which can potentially provide unprecedented accuracy and stability to the optical 
spectra in a broad frequency band, is of particular interest to the research community. The 
THz QCLs frequency comb was only recently realized using two separate techniques: 
either a broad-gain active region or a group velocity dispersion controlled waveguide. 
However, due to residual optical dispersion from both the gain medium and the cold 
waveguide, comb formation in these reported THz QCLs can only sustain a limited current 
injection region and the observed comb frequency range is much narrower than the 
bandwidth of the designed gain medium.  
 
To overcome these limitations, this thesis targets a new THz QCL frequency comb 
device design that simultaneously exploits the broadband gain active region and a group 
velocity dispersion (GVD)-compensated waveguide over an octave frequency band of 2-4 
THz. In designing a broadband gain active region, two heterogeneous structures are 
proposed and simulated, with one combining three different bound-to-continuum (BTC) 
active regions operating at a temperature of 25 K, and another one consisting of four 
different resonant-phonon (RP) active regions operating at the liquid nitrogen temperature 
(77 K) or higher. The simulation results show that both active region designs can provide 
a broadband and ‘flat-top’ gain profile covering the frequency range from 2 to 4 THz. To 
design a group velocity dispersion-compensated waveguide, strategies are explored for 
simulating chirped Distributed Bragg Reflectors (DBRs) that can serve as THz QCL metal-
metal waveguides, and one-dimensional (1D) and three-dimensional (3D) modeling 
approaches are established and verified. A novel two-section chirped DBR is proposed, 
which provides substantially-improved group delay compensation over a broadband octave 






Two THz QCL structures are grown using in-house molecular beam epitaxy and 
THz QCL devices equipped with a metal-metal waveguides are fabricated in the University 
of Waterloo Quantum-Nano-Centre clean-room fabrication lab. The experimental results 
demonstrate that the new THz QCL active region design can operate up to a maximum 
lasing temperature of 111 K, and with a broad lasing spectrum covering frequencies from 
2.36 to 2.86 THz under pulse mode, at temperature of 13 K. The combined theoretical and 
experimental work would ultimately lead to the demonstration of improved THz QCL 
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5.17 Red curve: lasing spectrum of THz QCL G0226 biased to 250 A/cm2, at a heat sink 
temperature of 13 K. The device is 150 µm × 2 mm, and tested under pulse mode 
(1 kHz, 0.15% duty cycle). The frequencies of observed Fabry-Perot lasing modes 
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The electromagnetic spectrum is broad, spanning frequencies from ~100 kHz (wavelength 
around ~3 km) to ~100 PHz (wavelength around ~10 nm). Two technologies have been 
developed to satisfy application demand across this vast frequency range; one to provide 
an efficient light source at the lower radio frequency (RF) end of the spectrum (electronic 
transmitters), and a second to serve the higher, optical frequency end (optical lasers) [1].  
 
Figure 1.1 The terahertz gap, lying between 1-10 THz, exists because the frequencies 
generated by transistors and semiconductor lasers don't overlap. However, the terahertz 
radiation in this range is in great demand for biomedical spectroscopy applications [2]. 
 





electromagnetic spectrum, neither can efficiently convert electrical power into terahertz 
radiation, creating a gap in the spectrum between 1 and 10 THz where the frequency ranges 
of these technologies do not meet (as shown in Figure 1.1). 
 
In recent decades, there has been growing interest in leveraging the terahertz 
radiation from this ‘gap’ in the frequency band for spectroscopy and imaging applications. 
Since terahertz radiation closely approximates the energy of most bio-molecular motions, 
various biomolecules can be effectively identified, monitored, and characterized through 
their spectral fingerprints lying within this frequency gap [2][3][4]. To fill the gap, a great 
many light sources with potential to generate terahertz radiation have been proposed [5]: 
1. Gas lasers, which discharge electric current through a gas medium, exploit transitions of 
certain molecules (e.g. CO2) between their rotational states, allowing generation of discrete 
frequencies in a wide range, typically with output powers of a few milliwatts. However, 
the conversion efficiency for these technologies is very low (<0.1%) [6]. 2. Some high-
frequency oscillators, such as Gunn diodes, Impatt diodes and resonant tunneling diodes 
have been optimized to emit frequencies above 2 THz, but demonstrate poor performance 
than that at low frequencies (GHz) [7][8][9]. 3. Free electron lasers, which achieve light 
amplification in an undulator fed with fast electrons, can be constructed to emit very high 
power in the terahertz spectral region. While useful for various research purposes, these 
technologies are both very large and expensive, which dramatically limits their usefulness 
for general terahertz applications [10]. 4. Photoconductive antennas have been developed 
for terahertz radiation generation [11]. These antennas consist of two short metallic stripes 
separated by a small gap, and are made on a semiconductor material with a short charge 
carrier lifetime.  As a direct current (DC) bias voltage is applied to the stripes, an intense 
ultrashort laser pulse from a mode-locked laser is focused on the region between the 
metallic stripes, inducing a sudden electric current in the antenna, which in turn leads to 
terahertz radiation. The antennas must be pumped by high intensity mode-locked lasers, 
which is prohibitive for practical applications.  
 
Finally, in 2002, Kohler et al. developed a technique to extend mid-infrared 





demonstrated the world’s first terahertz quantum cascade laser (THz QCL) - an efficient, 
electrically-pumped terahertz radiation source in which light emission relies on 
intersubband transitions [12]. With strident efforts to improve the performance of these 
devices (e.g.  increase the operating temperature) through the last 15 years, the THz QCL 
has become the most efficient and compact terahertz radiation source available, and is now 
attracting significant interest for potential application [13]. 
 
 
1.1 Potential application of terahertz comb spectroscopy 
 
The advent of THz QCL technologies has intensified efforts to push the limits of device 
performance, and opened up new lines of research to realize a range of specialized practical 
applications. Terahertz spectroscopy is a rapidly emerging field of study, for example, 
where recent advances in optical frequency comb development may offer the opportunity 
to create highly-precise measurement tools using current THz QCL technology.  
 
Figure 1.2 Time-frequency interpretation of the output of a conventional laser (a) and a 
comb laser (b). Each has 10 involved lasing modes, but demonstrate different frequency 
distributions. (a) The lasing modes in a conventional semiconductor laser are characterized 
by a random phase and uncertain frequencies due to the dispersion and noise, thus the 
output (red curve) looks like a CW laser. (b) The phase and frequencies of lasing modes in 






The distinct advantage of frequency combs lies in their stability, predictability and 
control. The lasing modes (Fabry-Perot modes) within the optical spectra of conventional 
QCLs operate independently, which means the phase noise and the interval frequencies of 
two adjacent lasing modes evolve randomly with the time of operation due to the dispersion 
or external noise, as shown in Figure 1.2(a). An optical frequency comb, on the other hand, 
consists of equidistant frequencies and a correlated phase of its lasing [14][15][16][17]. 
This is the result of the four wave mixing (FWM) effect, which works like a chain, locking 
the lasing modes and mitigating the dispersion and external noise. If the FWM is strong 
enough to lock many lasing modes with a high order of synchronization, a train of short 
pulses with a fixed repetition rate will be formed, as shown in Figure 1.2(b). A stabilized 
frequency comb has excellent frequency accuracy for each lasing mode and, at the same 
time, broad frequency band coverage. In some well-controlled frequency comb lasers, the 
accuracy of the individual lasing modes can be restricted below Hz level over the hundreds 
of THz of the comb bandwidth [18], making these technologies very promising 
spectroscopic tools. Key examples including their use as frequency rulers and for direct 
frequency comb spectroscopy. 
 
 
Figure 1.3 Illustration of an optical frequency comb operating as a frequency ruler, 
measuring a continue wave (CW) laser with uncertain frequency. (a) the uncertain CW 
laser line (red) lies between two adjacent comb teeth, which generates two beat note 
frequency signals, one for each tooth (green and yellow lines). (b) The frequencies of the 





When applied as a frequency ruler, the stabilized optical comb measures a 
continuous-wave (CW) laser, while the CW laser scans the samples and performs the 
spectroscopy [19][20]. Figure 1.3(a) shows the basic approach for measuring uncertain CW 
laser frequencies (the uncertainty should be less than the repetition frequency of the optical 
comb) using an optical frequency comb as a frequency ruler. When the unknown frequency 
line falls between adjacent teeth of an optical comb, two RF beat note signals (signal of 
differential frequency) are generated, which can be accurately detected with an RF 
electronic system. By measuring the frequencies of the two beat notes with an uncertainty 




Figure 1.4 Optical frequency combs always exhibit a frequency offset, caused by intra-
cavity dispersion, which shifts the absolute frequency of the comb teeth with time 
(indicated as dashed lines). 
 
However, the optical ruler has one critical drawbacks, in that conventional 
frequency combs demonstrate a frequency offset, caused by intra-cavity dispersion and 
nonlinearities, as shown in Figure 1.4, which dramatically degrades the accuracy of the 
optical ruler. One of the best approaches to solving this problem is to take a 1f to 2f (where 
“f” refers to lasing mode frequency) self-referencing method to calibrate the optical comb 







Figure 1.5 Principle of the 1f-2f self-referencing technique for comb offset frequency 
calibration. The higher frequencies of original comb teeth (grey, 1f lines) and the lower 
frequencies of the frequency-doubled comb teeth (blue, 2f lines) generate a RF beat note 
frequency equal to the comb offset frequency (green lines). 
 
The 1f-2f self-referencing technique doubles the optical comb frequency using a 
frequency up-converter, then mixes the low frequency of the frequency-doubled comb teeth 
(2f lines) with the original optical frequency comb (1f lines), generating a RF beat note 
signal equal to the offset frequency. However, the frequency span of the original optical 
comb must be broad enough to contain both 1f and 2f frequencies, requiring an “octave 
frequency spanning frequency comb”. 
 
Apart from their use as frequency rulers, comb lasers can also be applied to 
frequency dual-comb spectroscopy [21][22]. As illustrated in Figure 1.6, a system 
generates two frequency combs with interval frequencies (repetition rates) slightly detuned 
from each other (~kHz), where one comb serves as a probe source, and the other acts as a 
reference source. Measurement results can be expressed in terms of frequency and time. 
For example, the slight detuning of individual pairs of teeth from each comb source 
generates a comb of beat notes on the RF spectrum, which is easily measurable with an RF 
electronic detection system. Once the probe comb passes through sample materials, the 
change of both its phase and amplitude in response to the sample material will be fully 
recorded and expressed on the RF comb spectrum after interfering with the reference comb. 
On the other hand, the slight difference in their repetition rates between the combs looks 
like two short pulses, separated by a slight time delay, walking through each other (one 





infrared spectroscopy, the dual comb technique has many of advantages such as fast full 
spectrum scanning time without the need for moving parts and highly focused power for 
trace detection [23]. 
 
 
Figure 1.6 Principle of dual comb spectroscopy. (a) Two optical frequency combs with 
slightly different repetition frequencies. One serves as a probe beam and passes through 
the sample (solid lines), while the other acts as reference beam (dashed lines). (b) The two 
optical combs are mixed on a photodiode, generating an RF frequency comb. 
 
 
1.2 Basic principles of designing a THz QCL 
 
1.2.1 THz QCL active region 
 
The band engineering of the active region is a crucial aspect of THz QCL design. Molecular 
Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is generally used to grow the multiple-quantum-well active region 
in the GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs material system. One of the advantages of using GaAs/AlxGa1-xAs 





when combined, their compound alloy has very little induced strain, which allows them to 
be grown to an almost arbitrary thickness. By tuning the thickness of quantum wells (GaAs) 
and barriers (AlxGa1-xAs) in the supper-lattice structure, we can properly engineer the 
energy states, the wavefunctions, and the transition rates of carriers in the conduction band 
of the material to provide population inversion between two lasing states. As a key 
parameter to describe THz QCL performance, the optical gain must be optimized. The 
fundamental concept in optimizing the optical gain of the active region is to maximize the 
carrier injection efficiency to the upper lasing state and the extraction efficiency from the 
lower lasing state. As a result, the higher carrier population inversion between two lasing 
states can be achieved. Several different active region design schemes have been 
investigated to improve THz QCL performance [24]. 
 
Figure 1.7 Conduction band diagram of THz QCL active region design based on CSL 
structure. 
 
The first THz QCL design, demonstrated by Kohler in 2002, is based on a chirped 





formed by coupling several quantum wells together to create mini-bands of states when the 
appropriate electric field is applied. In this kind of active region, most radiation transitions 
take place from the lowest state of the upper mini-band (state 2) to top state of the lower 
mini-band (state 1). Due to the relatively small bandwidth of the mini-bands, a 
longitudinal-optical (LO) phonon is not directly involved in the carriers’ transition process. 
 
Figure 1.8 Conduction band diagram of THz QCL active region design based on BTC 
structure.  
 
After the design of CSL structures, the bound-to-continuum (BTC) structure was 
demonstrated [27][28][29]. The BTC structure is similar to that of CSL designs, but with 
the upper lasing mini-band re-designed to become a bounded state (state 2, as shown in 
Figure 1.8). Compared to the CSL design, the BTC structure demonstrates a slight drop in 
transition oscillator strength due to a decreased overlap between the upper bounded state 
and lower mini-band. However, since the lifetime of the upper bounded state increases 






In 2003, the resonant-phonon (RP) structure, which is commonly used for most 
MIR QCLs, was adapted to THz QCLs design [30][31][32]. As shown in Figure 1.9, the 
RP structure extraction state strongly overlaps with the lower lasing state (state 1), while 
the injection state for the next module is designed to be lower than the extraction state by 
approximately 36 meV. This creates energy spacing that corresponds to the LO phonon 
energy in GaAs material, allowing the electrons in the lower lasing state to relax quickly 
and drop below the extraction state. Then, the carriers in the injection state tunnel through 
the injection barrier into the next module.  
 
Figure 1.9 Conduction band diagram of a THz QCL active region design based on RP 
structure. 
 
Many early RP THz QCL designs contained a key flow that prevented lasing. That 
is, they created very close energy spacing between two lasing states (~10 meV), making it 
difficult to use LO-phonon scattering to depopulate the lower lasing state without also 
depopulating the upper lasing state. A feasible solution is to extend the wavefunction of the 





a result, the lower lasing state maintains a strong spatial overlap with the extraction state 
and experiences very fast LO-phonon scattering. However, instead of creating a mini-band 
in the RP structure, the bounded lower lasing state causes decreased oscillator strength 
below that of BTC structures, which is only partially compensated for by the fact that the 
length of a RP module is typically half that of a BTC module, which results in a higher 
density of gain medium (the active region can contain more modules).  
 
New THz QCL designs based on scattering assist (SA) carrier injection and 
extraction have recently been investigated (as shown in Fig. 1.10) [33][34]. Since the 
carriers experience consecutive phonon, photon, and phonon transitions in each module, 
these structures are called indirectly pumped (IDP) QCLs or phonon-photon-phonon (3p) 
QCLs. For example, in one kind of SA structures, a four-well structure consisting of two 
double-phonon wells leads to a faster phonon scattering process, as shown in Figure 1.10.  
 







In addition, the energy spacing of each double well is set based on GaAs LO-
phonon energy (~36.7 meV). Since the energy spacing between the injection state and 
lower lasing state in these devices is at least 36.7 meV, the negative impact of a carrier 
incorrectly travelling from the injection state to the lower lasing state (state 1), instead of 
upper lasing state (state 2), is much smaller for a 3p structure than for an RP structure. Thus, 
SA structure-based THz QCLs demonstrate good temperature performance, output power, 
and large lasing dynamic range. However, these advantages come at the cost of high applied 





Optical waveguides are spatially heterogeneous structures for guiding light, and are 
essential in semiconductor lasers. The design work of high optical confinement and low 
loss THz QCL waveguides has proven more difficult than for conventional devices, due to 
the long wavelengths of electromagnetic (EM) waves. To date, two waveguide designs 
have been successfully applied to THz QCLs, namely: the semi-insulating surface-plasmon 
(SISP), and the metal-metal waveguide, as shown in Figure 1.11. The success of world's 
first THz QCL, demonstrated by Kohler et al., can be partially attributed to its low-loss 
SISP waveguide. The SISP waveguide involves the growth of a thin (0.2-0.8 µm thick) 
heavily doped layer underneath a ~10-µm-thick active region, but on top of a semi-
insulating GaAs substrate. This structure guides EM wave between the top metal contact 
and the lower heavily doped layer. Although the mode crosses the high-loss heavily doped 
layer and extends substantially into the substrate, it overlaps only slightly with the heavily-
doped layer, thus the free-carrier loss is not significant [12][35]. The confinement factor of 
the THz QCL SISP waveguides is low, typically ranging from 0.1 to 0.5, which suppresses 
excitation of higher order lateral modes inside the cavity. This presents a significant 
shortcoming, where the modes in waveguides with narrow ridge widths (below 100 µm) 






Figure 1.11 Schematic of SISP waveguide (top) and metal-metal waveguide (bottom). Red 
curves show the mode distributions (vertical) in each waveguide. 
 
By contrast with the SISP waveguide design, the metal-metal waveguide, first 
deployed in 2003 [36], affixes a metal layer instead of a heavily doped semiconductor layer 
along the bottom of the active region. The optical modes inside the metal-metal waveguide 
are almost completely confined into the active region, which results in a higher order lateral 
mode inside the cavity. The competition between the fundamental lateral mode and the 
higher order modes causes a distortion in the output power of THz QCL devices [37], and 
may break the stability of comb formation in optical comb lasers. To solve this problem, 
two narrow strips of highly-doped contact layer are fabricated and placed along both sides 
of the top metal contact. The exposed side strips generate a significantly stronger loss on 
higher lateral modes, which are distributed closer to the exposed side strips than that of the 
fundamental lateral mode, which are distributed closer to center region.  As a result, the 







1.3 Comb operation in THz QCLs 
 
The FWM effect, which is an intermodulation phenomenon explained in non-linear optics, 
enables comb operation inside the THz QCL cavity. To demonstrate, suppose one cavity 
mode is generated at the transition frequency 𝜔 of the lasing states, as shown in Figure 
1.12. The degenerated FWM (𝜔, 𝜔 + 𝜔rt and 𝜔 − 𝜔rt involved) will lock the side-band 
frequencies of the original cavity mode. Then the non-degenerated FWM (e.g.  𝜔, 𝜔 −𝜔rt, 
𝜔 + 𝜔rt, and 𝜔 ± 2𝜔rt) will lock the side-band of the cavity modes into a broad frequency 
band, where the comb operation is formed.  
 
Figure 1.12 A simplified explanation of optical comb formation at the side bands of the 
transition frequency 𝜔. 
 
To clearly explain how the FWM effect works on THz QCL cavity modes, we 
introduce a model simplified from [39][40]. The model is based on the density matrix of a 
two-level system with carrier populations, 𝜌11 and 𝜌22 , on lower state 1 and upper state 2, 
which is an approximation for describing two lasing states in a THz QCL. The model can 



















−𝛾12𝜌21 −𝛾22(𝜌22 − 𝜌22,𝑝)
) 
(1.1) 
where Ω12 = Ω21 = 𝜇21𝐸/ℏ is time dependent Rabi frequency, 𝜇21 is the dipole matrix 
element, and 𝛾11 and 𝛾22 are transition rates from state 1 and 2. Assuming the carrier 
population on the lower state is negligible (𝜌11 ≈ 0),  
∆?̇? = 2𝑖Ω12(𝜌21 − 𝜌12) − 𝛾22(Δ𝜌 − Δ𝜌𝑝) 




where Δ𝜌 = 𝜌22 − 𝜌11, and 𝜔21 = 𝜔2 − 𝜔1 is the transition frequency between two states. 
To solve Equation 1.2-1.4, we expand the time dependent quantities based on the 
frequencies of the cavity modes (𝜔𝑙 = 𝜔21 + 𝑙𝜔, 𝑙 ∈ [−𝑛, 𝑛] , n is integer), where 𝜔 is 



















+ 𝑐. 𝑐. 
(1.5-1.6) 
where Ω𝑙 = 𝜇21𝐴𝑙/ℏ. If we assume 𝜌21  and 𝜌12 are driven only at nearly the resonance 
frequency 𝜔21, and Δ𝜌 is driven at nearly DC [41], we can also expand the density matrix 















For simplicity, we assume the cavity is driven in DC mode without active RF modulation, 





Equation 1.2-1.4 can be rewritten into the following form: 
∑ (−𝑖𝑟𝜔 + 𝛾22)Δ𝜌𝑟𝑒





























A rotating wave approximation is used in the derivation of Equations 1.10 &1.11, such that 
the terms with high frequencies (e.g. 𝑒−𝑖2𝜔21𝑡) are neglected. Then Equation 1.10 &1.11 
can be solved by matching the 𝑒−𝑖𝑘𝜔𝑡 terms on both sides of the equations (𝑟 = ±(𝑘 − 𝑙) 




















































































𝛾22 − 𝑖(𝑚 − 𝑙)𝜔
 
(1.16-1.18) 



























The electric field generated in this two-level system can be solved from Maxwell’s 














where 𝜎 is the conductivity, and 𝑟 is the relative permittivity of the cavity material. The 

















+ 𝑐. 𝑐. 
(1.23-1.24) 
where 𝑃𝑙 = −𝑁𝜇21𝜎21,𝑙 (N is the sum of all 2-level states in the active region). Since the 





𝐴𝑙(𝑡, 𝑧) = 𝐴𝑙(𝑡)sin (𝑘𝑙𝑧) 
(1.25) 
where 𝑘𝑙 is the wave-vector for the lth mode in the cavity. Solving Equation 1.22 by 
substituting 𝐸(𝑡), 𝑃(𝑡) with the expanded terms from Equations 1.23, 1.24, and 1.25, and 















where 𝜔𝑙𝑐 = 𝑘𝑙𝑐/√ 𝑟 is the eigen-frequency of the lth mode, and 𝜔𝑙 = 𝜔𝑙𝑐  only if the 
cavity has no GVD. If we assume 𝜔𝑙 ≫ 𝜎/ 0 𝑟 for a low loss cavity, Equation 1.26 can be 














If the resonant mode 𝜔𝑙 = 𝜔𝑙𝑐 , and no polarization exists (𝜎21,𝑙(𝑧) = 0), then Equation 






where the coefficient −𝜎/2 0 𝑟 describes the decreasing rate of the photons (loss) inside 
the cavity. It is convenient to define a decay rate for this model, where 𝜏𝑐 = 0 𝑟/𝜎. To 
remove the spatial form in Equation 1.27, we integrate both sides of Equation 1.27 over 















































































∫ sin(𝑘𝑙+𝑘−𝑚𝑧) sin(𝑘𝑚𝑧) sin(𝑘𝑘𝑧) sin(𝑘𝑙𝑧) 𝑑𝑧
𝑙𝑐
0
 . To further 






𝐺𝑙 = 𝑔0?̃?𝑙 
(1.31-1.32) 
Substituting Equation 1.30, 1.31, and 1.32 into Equation 1.29, and normalizing the time to 
2𝜏𝑐, yields 













The Equation 1.33 describe the evolution of the amplitude of the lth mode, and which is 
also modulated by any groups of another three modes (kth, mth, and l+k-mth mode) due to 
the FWM effect. A calculation is made with MATLAB to solve Equation 1.33. For 





) from Equation 1.33. where we 
assume 𝜏2 = 1/𝛾22  = 12 𝑝𝑠 , 𝜏𝑐𝑜ℎ = 1/𝛾21  = 0.7 𝑝𝑠 , and 𝜏𝑟𝑡 = 1/𝜔 = 63 𝑝𝑠 






Fig. 1.13 Calculated optical amplitude of lasing modes around the transition frequency in 
a free running THz QCL. 
 
In Figure 1.13, the calculated amplitudes of the modes are distributed in a somewhat 
Gaussian shape showing how the optical comb is generated at the side bands of the 
transition frequency (0th mode). From this, we can then illustrate the cavity dispersion 





) term back into the model. 
 
Fig. 1.14 Calculated optical amplitudes of lasing modes around the transition frequency in 





Figure 1.14 shows the calculated spectral power density of the lasing modes with 
an introduced cavity dispersion of GVD=105 fs2mm-1 (GVD = 𝜕2𝑘/𝜕𝜔2 ) (blue lines). 
Compared with the results from an ideal cavity (i.e., with no dispersion, red), the spectrum 
becomes narrower in its frequency bandwidth in a dispersion induced cavity. Clearly, the 
cavity dispersion damages the comb formation inside the THz QCL. Apart from the cavity 
dispersion, the non-flat gain medium across the broad frequency band width also introduces 
dispersion into the laser operation [42], and which may significantly degrade comb 
operation in high injection conditions [43]. 
 
 
1.4 Research goals and thesis organization 
 
So far, several research groups in this field have presented different techniques to achieve 
the comb operation in THz QCLs. M. Rosch and J. Faist. et al from ETH presented a THz 
QCL, with three different active regions in an effort to extend the band-width of the gain 
profile [44]. The ETH design achieved an ultra-broad lasing spectrum, spanning 1.64 THz 
to 3.35 THz, however, it could not sustain stable comb operation across these frequencies 
due to the dispersion effect.  D. Burghoff, and Q. Hu. et al from MIT demonstrated a novel 
waveguide equipped with a chirped DBR to compensate for the dispersion effect inside a 
THz QCL. With the help of the shifted wave interference Fourier-transform (SWIFT) 
spectrum, stable comb operation was observed from the 3.3 THz through to 3.8 THz [45], 
however, the operation bandwidth was limited due to the gain medium of that active region 
design.  
 
Therefore, to properly realize a broad-band comb operation in a THz QCL device, 
we need to focus on optimizing and improving both the active region and waveguide design. 
The goal of this thesis is to design a THz QCL that can achieve comb operation between 2 
THz and 4 THz. The project can be divided into three sections-  
 







2. Theoretical modelling and design of a waveguide that can compensate cold cavity 
dispersion, followed by design optimization to achieve octave frequency band operation. 
 
3. Develop processes for device fabrication and, ultimately, demonstrate a THz QCL 
devices with good lasing performance. 
 
The thesis is organized as follow, 
 
Chapter 2 proposes new active region designs for THz QCL technologies with broadband 
gain profiles based on heterogeneous structure, using the rate equation model. 
 
Chapter 3 introduces a 1D model (using Matlab) and a 3D model (using COMSOL) to 
investigate the chirped DBR for waveguide dispersion compensation. 
 
Chapter 4 demonstrates the ability of our new chirped DBR waveguide design to achieve 
GVD within a broad frequency band. 
 
Chapter 5 describes various achievements in device growth and fabrication. Development 
of an experimental setup for comb operation characterization. Subsequent device 
characterization results are also discussed. Preliminary experimental results of a THz QCL 
frequency comb device is presented. 
 











Active Region Design of THz QCLs with 
Broad-band Gain Profile 
 
The fundamental requirements of active region design for broad-band comb THz QCLs are 
twofold. They include: 1. A broad lasing frequency band that provides a sufficient number 
of lasing modes within it to be phase-locked. 2. A relatively ‘flat-top’ shaped gain curve 
for the frequency band of interest, minimizing gain-induced GVD among the lasing modes, 
which would otherwise inhibit comb formation inside the cavity. In this chapter, the 
modeling for the THz QCL active region is presented.  
 
 
2.1 Rate equation model basics 
 
The rate equation model is an efficient and sufficiently accurate method for simulating the 
electrical and optical performance of a THz QCLs. Since QCLs are comprised of a series 
of repeated modules in the active region, it is possible and convenient to investigate the 
performance of the entire active region by applying the rate equation model to just two 
adjacent modules. A system of ordinary differential equations is formed to describe the 
changing rate of the carrier population (electrons) in each energy state as electrons move 
through multiple transition channels. By solving the rate equations in a steady state (where 
the carrier population in each state is stable), one can obtain the population of carriers in 
each state and the transition rate between any two of them. THz QCL performance 

















where 𝜌 and 𝜏 are the number of carriers and the carrier lifetime in one state, respectively, 




i≠j , which expresses the transition rate of electrons from state i to all other states 
by including all intersubband transition mechanisms discussed in [46] (LO-phonon 
scattering [47], ion impurity scattering [48][49], the interface roughness scattering, and the 
dephasing time [50]). 
 
Appling Equation 2.1 to the energy states in the conduction band of a THz QCL’s 
active region, one can generate a group of differential equations that describes carrier 
transport channels connecting all energy states, as well as scattering times based on 
different mechanisms. As an example, Figure 2.1(a) shows both the calculated energy states 
in the conduction band and the corresponding moduli squared wavefunctions of THz QCL 
active region, where the corresponding schematic diagram of the rate equation 







Figure 2.1 (a) An example of a calculated conduction band diagram and the normalized 
wave-functions of a THz QCL active region. (b) Schematic diagram of the transition 
channels described by the rate equation model, which correspond to the energy states in 
(a). The energy states within each module are labeled in energy ascending order 1 to 7. The 
solid lines show the forward scatterings, while the dashed lines indicate the backward 
scatterings. Ωij are the coupling between two states i and j. The green lines indicate the 
correct carrier injection and extraction paths, while the red lines show the wrong injection 
and extraction path in each module. State 5 is the upper lasing state, while 4 and 3 are the 
double lower lasing states. 
 
Here, we assumed that the injection barrier between two adjacent modules is thick 
enough, and as a result, the carriers flowing across them are based on tunneling only. Based 
on the schematic shown in Figure 2.1(b), the rate equations can be written in the following 





























































































































































where τij is the intersubband scattering time between states i and j in one module, Tij is the 
tunneling time between states i and j when they are not in the same module. The tunneling 
time, Tij represents the time for carriers to tunnel from level i of the current module (n
th 
module) to the level j of the next adjacent module (n+1th module) and to level j of the 






Second order tunneling between states i and j was also assumed, in which the rate 
of tunneling is dependent on the distribution of carriers in each state [51][52]. The 






where 𝑇RL and 𝑇LR represent the different tunneling times between two states, including 
the reversed directions, and which are determined by the detuning the energy between the 
two levels (∆LR). In the case of ∆LR> 0, all electrons in the left subband (left state) can 
flow to the right subband (right state), while the electrons at the bottom of the right subband 
(with the energy levels lower than that of the bottom of left subband) cannot flow back to 
the left subband. Only the hot electrons in the right subband with higher energy have a 






Figure 2.2 An example of tunneling cases between two states while considering the 
distribution of electrons on each state. In this case, the detuning energy is positive (ℏ∆>
0), all electrons from the left state can flow to the right state while only electrons with 
energy above 𝐸0 + ℏ∆ can tunnel back from the right state to the left. 
 
The second order tunneling time can be calculated by introducing an effective 






















where 𝜏∥RL  is the pure dephasing time between two states. The effective coupling 
parameter 𝜎 can be explained by a function of detuning energy and the distribution of the 
electrons in two states [53], 














ΔRL = −ΔLR 
(2.7-2.9) 
where Θ is the Heaviside step function. 𝐷𝜖 is the density of states, and 𝑁R and 𝑁L are the 
total population of carriers in the right and left states, which can be calculated as follows: 









where, in Fermi-Dirac distribution 𝑓(𝜖) = 1/(1+ exp (𝜖/(𝑘B𝑇))), the temperature T is 
the combination of lattice and electron temperature (𝑇 = 𝑇lattice + 𝑇electron. For simplicity, 
instead of using a self-consistent model to calculate the electron temperature of each 
subband, we use 𝑇electron = 100 K for all subbands in the second order tunneling time 
calculation. 
 
After solving the rate equation matrix Equation 2.2, the current density between 
any two states, i and j, can be determined with the calculated carrier populations, ρi and ρj, 





2 (Ωij̅̅ ̅̅ 𝜌i − Ωji̅̅ ̅̅ 𝜌j) 
(2.12) 
where Ωij̅̅ ̅̅  and Ωji̅̅ ̅̅  are the effective coupling coefficients that describe the different coupling 
strength from states i to j, and from j to i. By adding up the current density of each channel, 












where N is the number of states included in the model. In most designs, carrier transport 





significantly to carrier transport due to the limited number of carriers distributed in those 
states. They do, however, occupy the same amount of time and resources in simulation. 
Thus, in the present case, only the lowest 7 states in one module are considered in the 
model. 
 
The optical gain of our designed structure can be estimated by multiplying the 
dipole momentum, calculated from the wavefunctions of two lasing states, and their 








𝛿(𝐸i − 𝐸j −
kjki
ℏ𝜔)(𝑓i − 𝑓j) 
(2.14) 
where 𝜔 is the frequency of the optical field, 𝑛r is the refractive index of the material, 0 
is the permittivity in vacuum, V is the volume of the active region interacting with the 
optical field, and 𝑃ij is the momentum matrix element, and c is the speed of light. For 









(𝜔ij − ℏ𝜔)2 + (Γ 2⁄ )2
kjki
(𝑓i − 𝑓j) 
(2.15) 
where Γ represents the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the Lorentzian function. In 
the BTC design discussed in this thesis, we use a Γ of 1 meV to estimate the broadening of 
the lasing frequencies, which has been proved to be reasonable [44]. 
 
 
2.2 Numerical simulation of broad-band THz QCLs 
 
To investigate the usefulness of our rate equation model for broadband THz QCLs design, 
we applied it to an existing broad-band THz QCL design available in the literature [44] 
[55]. The design has an ultra-broad gain bandwidth from 1.64 THz to 3.35 THz, which is 





active region (with central frequencies at 2.9 THz, 2.6 THz, and 2.3 THz), in one THz QCL 
device. Each active region originates from a BTC design [56], but is re-modified to include 
lasing frequencies that cover a broader frequency bandwidth and a lower doping 
concentration to achieve CW operation. BTC design comprises multiple lower states that 
form a small mini-band, which helps extend the gain profile bandwidth, and makes the 
BTC scheme one of the most promising candidates for developing active regions that can 
effectively support comb operation.  
 
The growth materials for all three BTC active regions are based on GaAs/AlxGa1-
xAs with an aluminum fraction of 15% (x=0.15). The layer sequences for each of the three 
active regions are (starting from the injection barrier, in Angstrom) 
55/110/18/115/38/94/42/184 for the 2.9 THz active region (Section A); 
55/113/18/113/38/94/42/184 for the 2.6 THz active region (Section B); 
55/120/18/105/38/94/42/184 for the 2.3 THz active region (Section C), where bold font 
indicates the barriers. The phonon wells (184 Å) in all three active regions are 
homogeneously Si-doped to ns=3.1×10
10 cm-2.  
 
Figure 2.3 shows the calculated conduction band diagram and the moduli 
wavefunctions for each of the three active regions at the alignment electric field for each, 
which is defined as the electric field at which the injection state of the module n-1 (state 1’ 
in green) is aligned with the upper lasing state of module n (state 5 in red). The 
wavefunction of the lower states (states 2,3, and 4 in blue) spans the entire length of one 
module and generates a mini-band. This architecture has several advantages:1. The large 
spatial difference between the upper lasing state and the injection state (state 1) is separated 
by a mini-band region, which reduces the wrong direct coupling between them, and, thus, 
helps retain high population inversion between upper and lower lasing states. 2. The 
alignment condition of the phonon assist carriers’ depopulation from the mini-band to the 
injection state is relaxed compared to that from a single extraction state. 3. The mini-band 







Figure 2.3 Conduction band diagrams and the moduli squared wavefunctions for Section 
A, B, and C active regions ((a), (b), and (c), respectively), showing the alignment electric 
field for each (6.9 kV/cm for Section A, 6.6 kV/cm for Section B, and 6.3 kV/cm for 








Figure 2.4 (a), (b), and (c) Calculated carrier populations in the lowest five states of the 
three different active regions, Section A, B, and C, respectively. (d), (e), and (f) Calculated 
JV curves for the three active regions, respectively. All simulations are conducted under 
non-lasing conditions and at a lattice-temperature of 25 K. 
 
Figure 2.4 (a), (b), and (c) show the calculated carrier populations in the five lowest 
energy states for the three active regions in non-lasing condition and at a lattice temperature 
of 25 K. Carrier populations in parasitic states (state 6 and 7) are negligible at low 
temperature, thus are not plotted. It is clear that all three active regions have quite similar 
subband carrier population dependence on the electric field due to their similarities in 
quantum design. The population of the injection state, ρ11, recovers from the wrong 
extraction channel from injection state (state 1) to mini-band (states 2, 3, and 4) at ~ 2 
kV/cm, and reduces again while approaching the alignment electric field. Meanwhile, the 
upper lasing state (5) begin to be populated through resonant tunneling T15, and the carrier 
populations in the mini-band (states 2,3, and 4) drop simultaneously through phonon 
assisted carrier relaxation, causing a population inversion between the upper lasing state 
and the lower mini-band. Based carrier population data for each state, the JV curves for all 





(e), and (f). The three active regions exhibit consistent JV curve shape, with a relative close 
negative differential resistance (NDR) electric field (~6.5 kV/cm) and maximum current 
density (~250 A/cm2), which benefits operation of the heterogeneous active region design. 
To understand the importance of this benefit we need only compare single active region 
designs against heterogeneous active region designs. Heterogeneous schemes are much 
more challenging to develop, largely because the electric field for each active region is 
controlled by the current passing through them. Thus, combining multiple active regions 
with relatively different JV characteristics in a single device may prevent the sections from 
simultaneously reaching their alignment electric field, and even create problems in the 
electric field domain across the heterogeneous structure [57][58]. 
 
Figure 2.5 (a) Calculated JV curve across the heterogeneous active region (purple curve), 
and the experimental JV data extracted from [44]. (b) Calculated total gain profile of the 
heterogeneous active region under the threshold condition. 
 
To further investigate the operation of the heterogeneous active region design, we 
calculated the overall JV curve for the entire active region by stacking the electric fields 
across each section of the active region under the same current injection, at a temperature 
of 25 K, and according to the thickness of each section in the device (40 repeats of Section 
A, 80 repeats of Section B, and 80 repeats of Section C), as shown in Figure 2.5(a). For 
comparison, the experimental JV curve for this heterogeneous active region is also plotted 
in the same figure. According to the light-current-voltage result in [44], the threshold 





temperature of 25 K (orange line, Fig. 2.5 (a)). Although we are using a rather simple 
method to calculate the overall JV curve, which doesn’t consider the electric field domain 
between different active regions, the calculated curve (purple curve) can accurately predict 
the trend of the experimental JV data (void diamonds) below the threshold condition. In 
this case, we can roughly estimate the total gain profile at the threshold condition by 
stacking gain profiles of independent active regions at the threshold current density. Since 
the lateral distribution of the electric field in a metal-metal waveguide is close to uniform 
[35], the contribution to the optical gain from each section of active region is estimated to 
be approximately proportional to the number of repeats for each section. Thus, the overall 
gain profile of this heterogeneous structure is calculated thus: 











where 𝑁i is the number of repeats for the i
th section of the active region, 𝐺i(𝜔) is the gain 
profile of each individual active region calculated from Equation 2.17 with a broadening 
coefficient of Γ 2⁄ = 1 𝑚𝑒𝑉 . Figure 2.5(b) shows the calculated total gain of the 
heterogeneous structure under threshold condition at temperature 25 K (orange curve), 
which predicts a broad frequency band from 1.7 THz to 3.0 THz (FWMH). The 
contribution of gain profiles from the three sections’ active regions are plotted with dashed 
curves, demonstrating a central frequency of 2.6 THz for Section A, 2.3 THz for Section 
B, and 1.9 THz for Section C. For each active region gain calculation, we consider all the 
lasing transitions from the upper lasing state (state 5) to the lower states in the mini-band 
(states 2, 3, and 4). We observed that the transitions 5→ 4 and 5→ 3 dominate over the 
transition 5→2 at the electric field close to and above the threshold condition due to their 
relatively larger oscillation strengths [59] (f54~0.26, f53~0.26, and f52~0.04 for Section A; 
f54~0.26, f53~0.31, and f52~0.05 for Section B; f54~0.32, f53~0.42, and f52~0.03 for Section 
C), which generate double peaks in their gain profile as a result. As expected, the inherent 
broad double peak gain profile from each active region benefits device operation, allowing 





2.3 Active region design of THz QCLs with ultra-broad bandwidth 
from 2-4 THz 
 
As discussed in Chapter 1, in order to realize ultra-broad band comb operation in a THz 
QCL device, we must optimize both active region design, based on a heterogeneous 
structure that can achieve a broad-band gain profile with less gain-induced dispersion, and 
the waveguide design, incorporating a chirped DBR to reduce the cold cavity dispersion. 
However, the lower confinement factor of the metal-metal waveguides at the low frequency 
band (< 2 THz) introduces enormous difficulties to the design of novel chirped DBR 
waveguides (will be discussed in Chapter 4). Therefore, in this section, we focus on the 
design of a new heterogeneous active region structure to lasing frequencies between 2 and 
4 THz.  
 
 
2.3.1 Heterogeneous active region based on BTC transition 
 
We re-designed the heterogeneous structure described in section 2.2 to include three 
different active regions based on a similar material system used in the original design, 
namely GaAs/Al0.15Ga0.85As. The layer sequences of the three active regions are (starting 
from the injection barrier, in Angstrom): 55/103/18/120/40/94/42/184 for 3.6 THz (central 
frequency) active region (Section A); 55/106/18/117/39/93/42/184 for 3.1 THz (central 
frequency) active region (Section B); and 55/111/18/112/38/94/42/184 for 2.5 THz (central 
frequency) active region (Section C), where the bold font indicates the barriers. The phonon 
wells (184 Å) in all three active regions are homogeneously Si-doped to ns=3.1×10
10 cm-2 
as well. In order to balance the peak gain across the entire target frequency range (2-4 THz), 
we redistributed the number of repeats for each active region across the entire 
heterogeneous structure according to the following composition: 40%:30%:30% (Section 






Figure 2.6 (a), (b), and (c) Conduction band diagrams and the corresponding moduli 
squared wavefunctions of the three active regions (Sections A, B, and C) at the near 
threshold electric field for each (6.3 kV/cm for Section A, 6.6 kV/cm for Section B, and 
6.3 kV/cm for Section C, respectively). (d), (e), and (f) Calculated JV curves for three 
active regions, respectively. All simulations consider a lattice temperature of 25 K and non-
lasing condition. 
 
In order to reduce interference caused by gain-induced dispersion of the electric 
field at high injection conditions, we optimized the gain profile of our heterogeneous 
structure at the threshold region. For simplicity, we supposed the optical loss (including the 
waveguide loss and mirror loss) for the new device is consistent to the original 
heterogeneous structure discussed in Figure 2.5(b), which means, the new design has the 
same threshold gain of (~30 cm-1). After calculating the gain profiles at different injected 
currents (where the peak of the gain increases with the injected current), we estimated the 





Figure 2.6(a), (b), and (c) shows the calculated conduction band diagrams and the 
moduli wavefunctions for the three sections of active regions at the estimated threshold 
condition. Similar to the heterogeneous structure presented in section 2.2, the new active 
region designs are based on BTC transitions, however, the energy spacing between the 
upper lasing state (state 5) and the lower lasing mini-bands (states 2, 3, and 4) are adjusted 
to the broader range of target lasing frequencies, between 2 THz and 4 THz. Also, the 
oscillation strengths of transitions 5→4 and 5→3 have been optimized to be comparable 
with each other at near threshold condition (f54~0.23 and f53~0.22 for Section A; f54~0.25 
and f53~0.23 for Section B; f54~0.28 and f53~0.29 for Section C), which results in a balanced 
double peak gain profile and further improved the broad gain bandwidth. 
  
The JV curves corresponding to our three active regions (at a lattice-temperature of 
25 K) are plotted in Figure 2.6(d), (e), and (f). As expected, the three JV curves show 
similar trends across the entire electric field. At the estimated threshold current injection of 
220 A/cm2, the three active regions show very similar drops in electric field (6.3 kV/cm for 
Section A, 6.6 kV/cm for Section B, and 6.3 kV/cm for Section C), which not only prevents 
the formation of an electric field domain across the different active regions, but also 
benefits the simultaneous operation among the three active regions such that they reach the 
lasing threshold at same time. Finally, we predicted an overall JV curve for our new 
heterogeneous structure designs using an approach similar to that discussed in Section 2.2 






Figure 2.7 Calculated JV curve of the heterogeneous active region (purple curve). The 
orange dashed line marks the estimated threshold current. 
 
The overall gain profile of the heterogeneous structure at the estimated threshold 
current density (at a temperature of 25 K) was also calculated, as shown in Figure 2.8. The 
resulting ultra-broad total gain profile (orange curve) includes contributions from three 
different active regions with central frequencies of 3.6 THz (Section A, red dashed curve), 
3.1 THz (Section B, green dashed curve), and 2.6 THz (Section C, blue dashed curve). The 
FWHM of the total gain profile is approximately 1.7 THz (from 2.2 THz to 3.9 THz). The 
frequency bandwidth of the gain profile will be further extended at higher current-injection 
above the threshold condition, however, the shape of it cannot be accurately predicted with 






Figure 2.8 Calculated total gain profile of the new designed heterogeneous active region 
design under the threshold condition and at a lattice-temperature of 25 K. The dashed 
curves show the contribution of the individual gain profile from each section.  
 
The finalized design parameters of our heterogeneous structure based on three different 
BTC active regions, are provided in Table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1 Design parameters of heterogeneous structure based on BTC (GaAs/Al0.15Ga0.85As) 
Layer Sequences (starting 
from injection barrier in 














55/103/18/120/40/94/42/184 3.1×1010 cm-2 61 3.6 THz 6.3 kV/cm 
55/106/18/117/39/93/42/184 3.1×1010 cm-2 46 3.1 THz 6.6 kV/cm 







2.3.2 Heterogeneous active region based on RP transition 
 
Although the BTC active region can provide an inherently broad gain bandwidth at low 
temperatures, its performance (including the peak gain and the gain bandwidth) drops 
quickly in response to increases in operating temperature due to fast non-radiative carrier 
depopulation from the upper lasing state. This shortcoming is compounded when different 
active regions are stacked in a single heterogeneous structure, which extends the gain at 
the expense of reducing the original peak gain. However, high operating temperatures, 
especially ones that reach the liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K), are also important to THz 
QCLs comb operation. This is because THz QCLs can potentially be mounted in a 
continuous flow liquid nitrogen dewar, which benefits from significantly reduced 
environmental interference and, thus, greatly improved stability (particularly for comb 
operation) by comparison with traditional mounts inside a pulsed helium-recycling cryostat, 
which is exposed to intensive noise from mechanical vibration [60]. To achieve this goal, 
we focus on an existing active region design comprised of 3-well RP structures, which 
broke the world record for highest operating temperature in the world [32]. 
 
In order to compensate the relatively narrow gain bandwidth from RP active regions 
(compared to that of BTC active regions), we designed the second heterogeneous structure 
with four different active regions based on the GaAs/Al0.15Ga0.85As material system. The 
layer sequences of the four active regions are (starting from the injection barrier, in 
Angstrom): 45/88/30/83/44/159 for the 2.4 THz (central frequency) active region (Section 
A); 45/87/29/84/44/159 for the 2.8 THz (central frequency) active region (Section B); 
45/85/28/83/44/159 for the 3.2 THz (central frequency) active region (Section C), and 
45/84/28/84/44/159 for the 3.6 THz (central frequency) active region (Section D), where 
the bold font indicates the barriers. The injection barrier (45 Å) in all four active regions 
are delta-doped with Si to ns=2×10
10 cm-2. In order to balance the gain across the entire 
target frequency range (2-4 THz), we distributed the number of repeats for each active 
region in the whole heterogeneous structure according to the following composition: 






Figure 2.9 (a), (b), (c), and (d) Conduction band diagrams and the corresponding moduli 
squared wavefunctions of the four active regions (Sections A, B, C and D) at the near 
threshold electric field of each (10.8 kV/cm for Section A, 11.4 kV/cm for Section B, 11.8 
kV/cm for Section C, and 12.4 kV/cm for Section D, respectively). (e), (f), (g) and (h) 
Calculated JV curves for the four active regions, respectively. All simulations are 
conducted under a lattice-temperature of 77 K and non-lasing condition. 
 
For the same reasons discussed in section 2.3.1, the gain profile of this 
heterogeneous structure was optimized at threshold condition and the optical losses 
including the waveguide loss and the facet-mirror loss, was estimated to be around 30 cm-
1 as well. The calculated threshold current density of this structure is at around 530 A/cm2 





Figure 2.9(a), (b), (c) and (d) show the conduction band diagrams and 
corresponding moduli wavefunctions for the four active regions at the estimated threshold 
electric field. The four RP active regions show a similar large overlap between the mixed 
lower lasing state (state 3 in blue) and upper phonon state (state 2 in yellow), demonstrating 
fast carrier extraction from the lower lasing state. This is followed by a carefully designed 
downstream extraction phonon well, where the carriers are quickly relaxed to the injection 
state (state 1 in green) for the next module. In all four active regions, the transition 4→3 
contributes marginally to the oscillator strength at the electric field close to and above the 
threshold condition, and since there is a large population inversion between these two states, 
the transition 4→3 provides the major contribution to the gain. As discussed in [61], a more 
diagonal design with lower oscillation strength (diagonal radiative transition) in a 3-well 
RP active region may sacrifice the current-carrying capacity through the lasing channel 
(4→3) and cause electric-field domain formation or even completely switch off the lasing 
transition. On the other hand, a too strong oscillation strength may increase threshold 
current density and prevent CW operation for comb THz QCLs. Therefore, we carefully 
controlled the lasing double wells of all four active regions to obtain moderate oscillation 
strengths with f43~0.37 for Section A, f43~0.36 for Section B, f43~0.39 for Section C, and 
f43~0.40 for Section D. 
 
The calculated JV curves for the four active regions at a temperature of 77 K are 
plotted in Figure 2.9(d), (e), and (f). At the estimated threshold current injection of 530 
A/cm2, the four active regions show similar drops in electric fields (10.8 kV/cm for Section 
A, 11.4 kV/cm for Section B, 11.8 kV/cm for Section C, and 12.4 kV/cm for Section D). 
The first negative differential resistance region of the electric field (for all four active 
regions) occurs at ~9 kV/cm. This is due to the surpassing of alignment of energy state 1’ 
(in previous module) and state 2, where the state 1’ approaches alignment with state 4 and 
reaches the threshold condition. For the convenience of CW operation for our comb 
application, we also reduced the doping concentration in all four designs to decrease the 
threshold current density.   
 





current density (at a lattice-temperature of 77 K) is shown in Figure 2.10. The ultra-broad 
total gain profile (orange curve) includes contributions from the four different active 
regions, with central frequencies of 2.4 THz (Section A, red dashed curve), 2.8 THz 
(Section B, green dashed curve), 3.2 THz (Section C, blue dashed curve), and 3.6 THz 
(Section D, purple dashed curve). The FWHM of the total gain profile is around 1.6 THz 
(from 2.2 THz to 3.8 THz).  
 
Figure 2.10 Calculated total gain profile of new designed heterogeneous active region 
based on four RP active regions at threshold condition and at a lattice temperature of 77 K. 
The dashed lines indicate the individual gain profile from each section. 
 
The finalized design parameters of this heterogeneous structure based on four 









Table 2.2 Design parameters of heterogeneous structure based on RP (GaAs/Al0.15Ga0.85As) 
Layer Sequences (starting 
from injection barrier in 
Å, barriers in bold fonts) 
Doping 
Concentration (delta 












45/88/30/83/44/159 2×1010 cm-2 67 2.4 THz 10.8 kV/cm 
45/87/29/84/44/159 2×1010 cm-2 56 2.8 THz 11.4 kV/cm 
45/85/28/83/44/159 2×1010 cm-2 57 3.2 THz 11.8 kV/cm 





In this chapter, a rate equation model was presented as a tool for designing the broad-band 
active region to serve our comb THz QCL. The model was firstly applied to an existing 
heterogeneous structure design described in the literature, comprised of three different 
BTC active regions lasing from 1.64~3.35 THz at a lattice-temperature of 25 K. The model 
predictions showed good agreement with the JV characteristics and the gain profile of the 
previously published active region design.  
 
A new heterogeneous structure with three different BTC active regions was 
designed to address a broader range of lasing frequencies, from 2~4 THz. The new design 
demonstrates similar temperature performance as the previously published heterogeneous 
structure (up to 25 K), but may improve the gain bandwidth at a different frequency region. 
A second heterogeneous structure was then designed, based on four different RP active 
regions. This second design targets the same lasing frequency band as our first (2~4 THz), 
but demonstrates greatly improved operating temperature performance (up to 77 K). This 
breakthrough in temperature performance may help the THz QCL achieve comb operation 
at the liquid nitrogen temperature. Both two new heterogeneous structures will be adopted 












Frequency comb operation was first achieved in MIR quantum cascade lasers by Hugi and 
Faist et al. in 2012. Specifically, the Faist team used an active mode-locking technique to 
demonstrate broad-band comb (60 cm-1) operation in a MIR QCL [62]. Compared to MIR 
QCLs, achieving comb operations in THz QCLs is much more challenging because their 
lasing frequencies are close to the reststrahlen band of the device material (GaAs/AlGaAs), 
where the EM wave couples to the lattice and causes strong GVD in the broad lasing 
frequency band. As a result, the GVD shifts the lasing mode frequencies inside the cavity 
and prohibiting formation of the frequency comb. To solve this problem, one effective 
strategy is to fabricate a chirped DBR mirror along THz QCL’ metal-metal waveguide 
sidewall, which compensates the GVD caused by the rest of the un-chirped flat-ridge 
waveguide [45]. Much work has already been done to compensate the GVD in optical fiber 
lasers using chirped DBRs [63][64], however, the technique has yet to be properly adapted 
to THz QCLs due to the long wavelength of the EM waves and the non-uniform distribution 
of modes inside the metal-metal waveguide. In this chapter, we present a theoretical study 
on building models in support of chirped DBR structure designs. A 1D model based on the 
transfer matrix method is firstly demonstrated to reveal the fundamental behaviors and 
characteristics of chirped DBR structures. A more accurate, 3D model is then deployed 
using a COMSOL RF package to verify the 1D simulation results and to systematically 






3.1 1D Modeling of chirped DBR structures based on the transfer 
matrix method  
 
3.1.1 GVD of terahertz waves in GaAs material 
 
The intensive dispersion of EM waves at the terahertz frequency range in GaAs based 
material is caused by strong coupling to the lattice at a frequency close to the reststrahlen 
region. The relation of the dispersion can be simply explained as follows [65]: 
(𝜔, 𝑇) = ∞(𝑇) +
𝜔TO
2 (𝑇)[ 0(𝑇) − ∞(𝑇)]
𝜔TO
2 (𝑇) − 𝜔2 + i𝛾p𝜔
 
(3.1) 
where ε∞ is the high frequency (optical) dielectric constant, ε0 is the low frequency (optical) 
dielectric constant, ωTO is transverse optical (TO) phonon energy, and γp is the damping 
coefficient. According to the equation above, at a frequency lower than ωTO ≈ 8 THz, where 
most published THz QCLs operate [24], the group velocity of the EM wave suffers 
significant GVD, as shown in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1 Calculated GVD in GaAs material at a temperature of 25 K and within a 





3.1.2 Transfer matrix method for chirped DBR structures 
 
To overcome this dispersion, one strategy is to fabricate a chirped DBR along the ridge of 
the metal-metal waveguides. The period of the DBR tapers from a short one to a long one 
while its corrugation depth increases, as shown in Figure 3.2.  
 
Figure 3.2 (a) Example of the corrugate shape of a chirped DBR structure. The period 
lengths of the sinusoidal shape gradually increase from left to right, while the corrugation 
depth tapers linearly from the starting period to the ending period. (b) The 1D simulation 
result of the relationship between the period length of sinusoidal shape and its frequency 
band of reflectance. (The simulations were made with structures that were similar to that 
in (a), however with a constant period length in the corrugation structure). The peak 
reflectance frequency shifts from 1.8 THz to 5 THz while the corrugation period length 
was shortened from 28 µm to 10 µm. 
 
Considering a first order Bragg grating, the reflected wavelength is determined by 
the period of the perturbation such that [66]: 






where λi is the reflected wavelength in free space, neff is the effective index of the 
waveguide, and Λi is the length of corrugation period. In this case, the length of the starting 
and ending periods determine the upper and lower frequency reflection limit of the chirped 
DBR, as shown in Figure 3.2(b). Also, the shorter-wavelength waves which suffer stronger 
group delays are reflected closer to the starting (short) period, while longer- wavelength 
waves travel to the ending (long) period, as demonstrated in Figure 3.2(a). Through careful 
design of the distribution of the corrugated periods, the chirped DBR forces the EM waves 
with different frequencies to take an almost equal round trip travelling time, thereby 
compensating for the group delay dispersion. 
 
Figure 3.3 Schematic of a chirped DBR structure (bottom figure) and the zoomed region 
(top figure) of it. The structure is divided into multi-slices in the model using the transfer 
matrix method. 
 
To understand the fundamental behaviors and to investigate the performance of 
chirped DBR structures, we built a simplified 1D model based on transfer matrix method 
[67]. In this model, the chirped DBR structure is divided into multiple tiny slices, and the 
optical parameters (e.g. refractive index) inside one individual slide are assumed to have 





The electric field in each slide can be written as 
𝐸l(𝜔) = 𝐴l(𝜔)e
−i𝑘l(𝜔)𝑥l + 𝐵l(𝜔)e
i𝑘l(𝜔)𝑥l ,    𝑥l−1 < 𝑥 < 𝑥l−1 
(3.3) 






where 𝜔 is the angular frequency of the EM wave. If the two amplitudes of E (A and B) 























𝜙l(𝜔) = 𝑘l(𝜔)Δ𝑥 
(5.8) 































For an EM wave with specific frequency 𝜔 travelling through a round trip in the chirped 
DBR, the changing rate of its phase shift with respect to angular frequency represents the 






The 1D model is firstly performed to estimate the GVD in GaAs material. The round-trip 
group EM wave delays in flat-ridge waveguides with lengths of 4.9 mm, 5 mm and 5.1 
mm, and a frequency range from 2 THz to 3 THz are calculated from equation 5.11, as 
shown in Figure 3.4. 
 
Figure 3.4 Calculated round-trip EM wave group delays in GaAs flat-ridge waveguides 
with cavity lengths of 4.9 mm, 5 mm, and 5.1 mm. 
 
EM waves with lower frequencies travel faster than higher frequency in GaAs 
material, and which results in a group delay dispersion in the cavity. The results in Figure 
3.4 indicates a stronger dispersion occurs with a longer waveguide, which becomes a 
serious shortcoming for achieving comb operation in a THz QCL. In a flat-ridge waveguide, 
the repetition frequency (spacing frequency between two adjacent lasing modes) is 





waveguide can involve a larger number of lasing modes within the limited gain bandwidth 
of the laser, and thus benefit for the strength of the FWM effect among the lasing modes to 
achieve broad-band comb operation [45]. However, as a counter effect, the stronger 
dispersion in longer waveguide shifts the lasing mode frequencies inside, thereby 
destroying the formation of frequency comb. Thus, a chirped DBR is even more desirable 
in THz QCLs with long waveguides to alleviate this critical drawback. 
 
 
3.1.3 Basic behavior of chirped DBR structures 
 
 
Figure 3.5 The most important geometric parameters that define the chirped DBR design. 
 
To fulfill this purpose, the 1D model is then deployed to the chirped DBR structure to 
acquire the conceptual result of the performance on compensating the GVD of EM wave 
caused by long flat-ridge waveguide. However, even using a simplified 1D model, the 
investigation on chirped DBR is still quite complicated, because there are quite a few 
geometric parameters interfering the performance of GVD compensation. Figure 3.5 





performance of GVD compensation, which are starting period length, ending period length, 
exponential index, taper index, ending period corrugation depth, and number of periods. 
 
The starting period length (L1) determines the upper limit of the frequency band chirped 
DBR structure operation. 
The ending period length (LN) determines the lower limit of the frequency band for chirped 
DBR structure operation. 
The ending period corrugation depth (DN) describes the depth of corrugation at the ending 
period.  
The shift index (α) describes how the period length evolves from the starting period to the 
ending period. In our model, a function of 𝐿𝑖 = 𝐿1 + (𝐿𝑖 − 𝐿𝑖)(𝑖/𝑁)
𝛼is used, where Li is 
the length of the ith period with the total number of periods equal to N. 
The taper index (β) describes how corrugation depth tapering from the starting period to 
the ending period. In our model, a function of 𝐷𝑖 = 𝐷𝑁 × [(∑ 𝐿𝑖
𝑖




used, where Di is the corrugation depth of the i
th period. 
The number of periods (N) determines the amount of compensation in group delay. 
 
To systematically investigate the effect of these parameters, a series of simulations 
were carried out, in which only one of these parameters is tuned while all others remain 
unchanged. In order to remove the interference of high-order transverse modes, we set the 
width of the un-chirped waveguide (before the starting period) to be 20 µm. 
 
I). Tuning the starting period length 
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Figure 3.6 Reflectance spectra and group delay of chirped DBR structures, calculated 
based on the geometric parameters listed in Table 3.1. 
 
Shorter starting periods push the upper frequency limit of the reflection band 
towards higher frequencies [~2.9 THz to ~3.0 THz in Figure 3.6(a)]. However, they also 
spread the distribution of the lengths of all periods in the chirped structure (because the 
number of periods is fixed at 30), which results in stronger ripples [as shown by arrows in 
Figure 3.6(a)] on the group delay curve at frequencies above 3 THz [as shown in Figure 
3.6(b)]. In the chirped DBR structure, the corrugation depths in the starting period region 
are shallower than those in the ending period region. As a result, the optical reflection of 
the DBR is weaker at high frequencies (corresponding to shorter periods) than that at lower 
ones (corresponding to longer periods). To counteract the quick drop of the reflection at 
high frequencies, more corrugation periods must be allocated to the starting period region. 










II). Tuning the ending period length 
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Figure 3.7 Reflectance spectra and group delay of chirped DBR structures, calculated 
based on the geometric parameters in listed Table 3.2. 
 
Similar to the effects of starting period tuning, a longer ending period moves the 
lower frequency limit of the reflection band towards lower frequencies. However, this 
phenomenon is more sensitive to changes in period length (~2.3 THz to ~1.9 THz with 
ending period length switching from 24 μm to 28 μm) due to the deeper corrugation depth 
at the ending period side. Also, we observed a red shift in the frequency of the high 
frequency limit caused by the redistribution of the lengths of all periods in the chirped 
structure. Since the total number of periods is fixed to be 30, increasing the length of the 





III). Tuning the ending period corrugation depth 
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Figure 3.8 Reflectance spectra and group delay of chirped DBR structures, calculated 
based on the geometric parameters in Table 3.3. 
 
For the simplicity of explanation, we introduced a fixed taper index of 1 in this 
group of simulation, which means, the corrugation depths increase linearly from the 
starting period to the ending period. Thus, a deeper ending period corrugation depth 
increases the depth of corrugation for all periods along the sidewall of the structure. 
Reflectance in the high frequency region benefits most from the deeper corrugation depth, 
as shown in Figure 3.8. However, the reflectance at the lower frequency region does not 
show much improvement due to the already sufficiently deep corrugation depths of the 





IV). Tuning the shift index 
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Figure 3.9 Reflectance spectra and group delay of chirped DBR structures, calculated 
based on the geometric parameters listed in Table 3.4. 
 
The shift index (α) describes the changing rate of period length from the starting 
period to the ending period. With an increased shift index from 1 to 3, more corrugation 
periods are distributed to the starting period side, which results in an improvement of 
reflectance at the higher frequency region at the expense of that at the lower frequency side, 
as shown in Figure 3.9(a). The shift index also affects the group delay dispersion (which is 
equal to the slope of group delay curve, as shown in Figure 3.9(b)). This redistribution of 
the period length forces longer frequency waves to be reflected earlier in the chirped DBR 





V). Tuning the taper index 
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Figure 3.10 Reflectance spectra and group delay of chirped DBR structures with the 
geometric parameters listed in Table 3.5. 
 
The taper index (β) parameter describes how corrugation depth evolves from the 
starting period region to the ending period region. A taper index of 0 represents an equally 
deep corrugation depth for all the periods in the DBR structure, which provides a strong 
reflectance across the entire reflection band (as shown in Figure 3.10(a)). However, this 
may generate strong ripples on the group delay curve [as shown in the red curve in Figure 
3.10(b)] because the EM wave behaves like a Gires-Tournois interference [68], which will 
be discussed in detail in section 3.2.2. The results of 1D simulation show that a linear 





range while maintaining a more monotonic group delay curve. 
 
VI). Tuning the number of periods 
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Figure 3.11 Reflectance spectra and group delay of chirped DBR structures, calculated 
based on the geometric parameters listed in Table 3.6. 
 
Increasing the number of periods provides a limited improvement to the frequency 
bandwidth of reflectance. Figure 3.11 shows the reflectance at high frequencies, which is 
associated with the starting period region with shallower corrugation depth, and benefits 
more from the increased number of periods than reflectance at lower frequencies. However, 
the number of periods also determines the group delay dispersion (slope of the group delay 





accurate compensation as needed.  
 
In conclusion, the above systematic study with 1D modeling gives us a brief 
strategy for defining the geometric parameters of chirped DBR structure in the following 
design work. The starting period and ending period lengths are used to define the upper 
and lower frequency limit of the GVD compensation frequency band. Also, based on the 
1D modelling results, we conclude that an ending period corrugation depth of 9 µm (with 
an un-chirped-waveguide-width of 20 µm) provides sufficient reflection across the entire 
target frequency band; a shift index of 2 provides a balanced reflection at both higher and 
lower frequencies. A taper index of 1 produces a monotonic shape in the GVD curve across 
the entire target frequency band. The number of periods is used to control the amplitude of 
GVD compensation within the target frequency band. 
 
 
3.2 3D Modeling of chirped DBR structures in COMSOL 
Multiphysics 
 
The 1D model based on transfer matrix method provides a convenient way to grasp 
fundamental behavior of the group delay dispersion of terahertz wave in GaAs based ridged 
waveguide and its compensation by the chirped DBR structure. The DBR’s geometric 
parameters including both the starting and ending period lengths, which determine the 
frequency bandwidth can be roughly estimated using the 1D model. However, the 
amplitude of the group delay dispersion across the target frequency bandwidth in either the 
un-chirped flat-ridge waveguide or chirped DBR structure cannot be accurately calculated 
with the 1D model because it oversimplifies approximations without considering the 
confinement factor. Therefore, building a 3D model using COMSOL Multiphysics to verify 








3.2.1 Geometric features of chirped DBR structures in 3D modeling 
 
For simplicity, the geometry of the chirped DBR structure in the 3D model is built upon a 
GaAs slab (with rectangular cross section) and, is covered with perfect electric conductors 
on both the top and bottom facets, which serve as top and bottom metal contact layers. The 
chirped DBR corrugation is affixed along the two side walls of the waveguide, as shown 
in Figure 3. 12 (top view of the chirped DBR structure).   
 
Figure 3.12 Top view of the chirped DBR structure in 3D model. 
 
The chirped DBR structure is then embedded into a rectangular box of 
environmental material (air with relative permittivity of 1). The front and back facets are 
set as Port 1 and Port 2 respectively, as shown in Figure 3.13. The EM wave is injected 
from Port 1 at the starting (shorter) period side, while the port at the ending (longer) period 
side is set to be passive. 
 
Figure 3.13 The chirped DBR structure is embedded in the surrounding material in the 3D 





The S-parameters of the chirped DBR waveguides are calculated as a function of 
frequency. Due to the narrow ridge width (20 m) of the waveguide, only the TEM00 lateral 
mode is considered, and the reflectivity is determined by the S11 parameter. Then, the group 
delay is calculated as a function of frequency, as was done with the 1D model. When 
solving the EM waves in the 3D model, the boundaries of the structure need to be 
transparent, which means that the EM waves can penetrate through the boundaries of the 
structure without reflection. Thus, special attentions must be paid to the boundary 
conditions in the simulation. COMSOL Multiphysics offers one solution for this boundary 
setting, called Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs) [69]. To obtain an accurate simulation 
result, all the chirped DBR structures discussed use PML as boundary conditions. The 
PMLs, which provide non-reflective boundaries, are added by attaching all the facets of 
the structure of Figure 3.13. The completed structure for the 3D simulation is shown in 
Figure 3.14. 
 
Figure 3.14 The structure is covered by PMLs at all the facets in the 3D model.  
 
In the simulation, the EM field is calculated at a specific frequency in the structure 
as shown in Figure 3.14. To obtain the frequency dependent reflectance and group delays 





This requires intensive computing and is very time consuming. Since the simulated 
structure is symmetric in the x and z directions, it is possible to save simulation time by 
employing an improved model with one-quarter of the structure and periodic, as shown in 
Figure 3.15. 
 
Figure 3.15 One-quarter of the full structure with periodic boundaries set at cross sections 
(green facets). 
 
In this case, only the EM field in one-quarter of the full structure is calculated, 
which could cut the simulation time by more than half. To qualify the one-quarter 3D model, 
a chirped DBR structure is simulated in both the full structure model and the one-quarter 
structure model. The result in Figure 3.16 shows that the 3D one-quarter structure model 
can perfectly predict all the target behaviors of the reflectance and the group delay 






Figure 3.16 Calculated reflectance spectra (a) and group delay (b) of the chirped DBR 




3.2.2 Mode distribution in chirped DBR structures 
 
The distribution profile of the electric-magnetic field inside the waveguide can also be 
calculated using 3D models built with COMSOL Multiphysics, which helps us better 
understand the behavior of the chirped DBR structure. Figure 3.17(a) shows the calculated 
reflectance vs. frequency curve of a chirped DBR structure with the geometric parameters 
described in Table 3.7. 
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(which is still within its reflection band with its reflectance close to unity) is shown in 
Figure 3.17(b), and at a frequency of 2.74 THz (which is just beyond the edge of the 
reflection band, where the reflectance begins to drop) is shown in Figure 3.17(c). 
Compared with the calculated mode distribution profiles at these two frequencies, it clearly 
reveals that the chirped DBR loses its ability to reflect the EM waves due to the too shallow 
corrugation depths at the starting period region which targets higher frequencies [~2.74 
THz in Figure 3.17(a)]. As a result, parts of the EM waves leak out into the ending period 
side of the chirped DBR structure, and the travel distance of the EM waves at this frequency 
and higher are not fully under control as originally expected. Therefore, the group delay 
compensation is not achieved with this chirped DBR structure.  
 
Figure 3.17(a) Reflectance spectra of a chirped DBR structure in 3D model, calculated 
using the geometric parameters be listed in Table 3.7. (b) Calculated mode distribution 
profile of EM waves at 2.40 THz in the chirped DBR. (c) Calculated mode distribution 






Another critical feature of the chirped DBR, which strongly degrades its 
performance of group delay compensation is the so called Gires-Tournois interferometer 
like cavity. As discussed in the 1D modeling results (shown in Figure 3.10), if a taper index 
of 0 is used in the designed chirped DBR structure, the group delay compensation curve 
will have multiple ripples across the entire target frequency band. This phenomenon is due 
to the sudden change in passing cross-section area of the waveguide from the un-chirped 
ridge region into the chirped DBR region, which generates an abrupt change of effective 
mode index and traps the EM wave inside the chirped DBR.  
 
Figure 3.18 (a) Calculated group delay in 3D modeled chirped DBR structure with a taper 
index of 0. (b) Calculated mode distribution profile of EM wave at 2.29 THz in the chirped 
DBR. (c) Calculated mode distribution profile of EM wave at 2.36 THz in the chirped DBR. 
 
From the calculated mode distribution profiles generated by our 3D model in Figure 





3.18(b)] that meets the boundary condition of the small cavity (Gires-Tournois 
interferometer cavity), the mode is bounced back by the facet between the un-chirped 
rectangular waveguide and the chirped DBR. This creates a small cavity and further delays 
the EM wave travels. However, at an off-resonant frequency of 2.36 THz [as shown in 
Figure 3.18(c)), the EM wave can freely pass through this facet without reflection, thus 
experiencing reduced delay time. In the design of chirped DBR structure for real devices, 
the Gires-Tournois interferometer like cavity behavior can often be observed. To prevent 
this phenomenon from affecting the group delay compensation performance, we need to 
carefully adjust the geometric parameters of the chirped DBR. 
 
 
3.3 Comparison between 1D model and 3D model for chirped DBR 
structures 
 
3.3.1 Confinement factor of waveguides in 3D model 
 
Different from the 1D model, in which the EM mode is approximated to be uniformly 
distributed in the lateral direction of the waveguide [as shown in Figure 3.19(a)], the EM 
mode in the 3D model is distributed as a close-to-Gaussian shape (supposing only the 
fundamental lateral mode is considered) inside the waveguide [as shown in Figure 3.19(b)]. 
Furthermore, the EM mode can partially distribute out of sidewalls of the waveguide, 
which results in a lower confinement factor. 
 
Figure 3.19 (a) Schematic of mode distribution in the 1D model (top view). (b) Schematic 





The GVD inside the waveguide is actually caused by the dispersion in effective 
mode index of EM waves at different frequencies, and the effective mode index is highly 
sensitive to the confinement factor of the waveguide structure, thus the 3D model can 
provide a more accurate estimation of the travelling behavior of EM wave traveling in both 
un-chirped rectangular waveguides and chirped DBR structures. 
 
 
3.3.2 Revised group delay dispersion and reflectance with 3D model 
 
Figure 3.20 shows the calculated one-round trip group delay curve of EM waves from 2.5 
THz to 3.5 THz in a 250 μm long un-chirped flat-ridge waveguide using the 3D (red) and 
1D (blue) model. It is clear that the calculated group delays in the 1D model are stronger 
(from 6.03 ps at 2.5 THz to 6.21 ps at 3.5 THz) than those calculated by the 3D model 
(from 4.73 ps at 2.5 THz to 5.03 ps at 3.5 THz). A cross section area with a height of 10 
μm and a width of 20 μm is set for the flat-ridge waveguide in the 3D model. This can be 
explained by the oversimplified approximation of the confinement factor in the 1D model, 
where the EM wave is supposed to uniformly stay inside the waveguide. Instead, in the 3D 
model, the EM mode can partially distribute outside of the waveguide (into air) and results 
in a drop in the effective mode index. Thus the EM wave travels faster (with lower group 








Figure 3.20 Calculated group delay (one round trip) of the EM waves of frequencies 
between 2.5 THz and 3.5 THz in a 250-μm-long flat-ridge waveguide by the 1D (blue) and 
3D (red) models. 
 
Another interesting phenomenon, which is revealed in Figure 3.20, is the different 
group delay dispersion (defined as the differential group delay time between EM waves 
with 2.5 THz and that of 3.5 THz) calculated from the 1D and 3D models. A much stronger 
group delay dispersion of 0.31 ps is obtained in a 250 um long flat-ridge rectangular 
waveguide from the 3D model simulation, which is almost twice of that obtained from the 
1D model simulation. The reason for this is revealed through further investigation into the 






Figure 3.21 (a) The effective mode indexes in a flat-ridge waveguide, calculated with the 
1D model without considering the mode confinement factor. (b) Mode confinement factor 
in a flat-ridge waveguide, calculated using the 3D model. Inset: the 2D mode distribution 
profile of EM waves at 2.5 THz and 3.5 THz in a waveguide (cross-section view). (c) 
Effective mode indexes in a flat-ridge waveguide, calculated with the 3D model by 
considering mode confinement factor. 
 
Since the 1D model oversimplifies the mode distribution, the difference in effective 
mode indexes for EM waves at 2.5 THz and at 3.5 THz is the same as the difference in 





model, the frequency dependent mode confinement is considered, the distribution of EM 
waves with higher frequencies are more concentrated inside the waveguide (as shown in 
inset figures in Figure 3.21(b)). In this case, the EM waves with lower frequencies leak out 
to the surrounding air and further decreases their effective mode index. As a result, by 
considering the mode confinement factor, the difference in effective mode indexes between 
higher frequency EM waves and lower frequency EM waves is expanded (as shown in 
Figure 3.21(c)) and generates a stronger group delay dispersion. In this case, the simplified 
1D model under-estimates the GVD in a flat-ridge rectangular waveguide and may 
misguide the designing work of chirped DBR structures. For a typical terahertz comb QCL, 
the length of its waveguide can be 20 times longer than 250 μm, and the discrepancy in the 
group delay dispersion is also 20 times larger. 
 
Figure 3.22 (a) Schematics of mode distributions in chirped DBR structure with 1D model 
(blue box) and 3D model (red box). (b) Effective mode indexes in chirped DBR structure 





The confinement factor of EM mode also interferes with the group delay 
compensation in chirped DBR structure. As being introduced in Section 3.1, the chirped 
DBR waveguide is constructed with a structure with varying ridge width of waveguide 
(sinusoidal shape at both side walls of the waveguide) and which results in periodic 
variation in the effective refractive index in the waveguide. The variation of effective 
refractive index generates a partial reflection of the EM wave with a certain wavelength. 
 
In the 1D model, the mode distribution of the EM wave is uniform across the lateral 
direction of the waveguide. Thus the variation in the effective refractive index can be 
considered as proportional to the variation in the ridge width of the waveguide, as shown 
in Figure 3.22. In contrast to the 1D mode, where the EM wave is uniformly distributed in 
the waveguide structure, the EM wave in the 3D model is mostly distributed in the middle 
of the waveguide and the reduced portion of the mode, distribute at the sidewall region, 
can be affected by the chirped corrugation shape. As a result, the variation of the effective 
mode index is much weaker in the 3D model than that in the 1D model. The simulation 
result of the reflectance and the group delay curve (as shown in Figure 3.23) prove this 
effect. The geometrical parameters of the chirped DBR structure used in Figure 3.23 are 
listed in Table 3.8. 
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Due to the weak variation of the effective mode index in the 3D model, the band 
width of the reflectance is much narrower than that calculated with the 1D model. At 
frequencies above 3 THz, many dips are observed due to the weak reflectance, which 
distort the group delay curve (red curve in Figure 3.23 (b)) with multiple ripples being 







Figure 3.23 (a) Reflectance spectra of chirped DBR structure, calculated with the 1D 
model (blue) and 3D model (red). (b) Group delay curves of chirped DBR structure, 





Due to the stronger GVD in GaAs material system at the terahertz frequency range, 
designing a chirped DBR structure that can compensate for the GVD generated by long 
flat-ridge metal-metal waveguides is essential for achieving and stabilizing comb 
formation in THz QCLs. For this purpose, we introduced both an efficient 1D model, based 
on transfer matrix method and an accurate 3D model, with the help of COMSOL, to 
estimate the GVD in the flat-ridge waveguide and GVD compensation in the chirped DBR 





DBR for better performance, we introduced a series of important geometric parameters for 
the chirped DBR structure and revealed their behaviors through systematic simulation. 
Results presented in this chapter will support the design of real chirped DBR structures in 



























Design of Chirped DBR Structures for 
Group Delay Compensation in THz QCLs 
with Metal-metal Waveguides 
 
Following the modeling approaches and results for the chirped DBR structures described 
in Chapter 3, we will present strategies for the designing of a chirped DBR for practical 
THz QCLs with metal-metal waveguides. The geometric parameters of the chirped DBR 
structures, such as the corrugation depth of the chirped periods and the distribution profile 
of the period length, play a critical role in determining the extent of GVD compensation in 
practical waveguides. As shown earlier, the ripples in the group delay curves may become 
quite substantial if the chirped DBR structures are not properly designed. To eliminate these 
ripples, which result from the abrupt transition from the flat-ridge waveguide section to the 
chirped DBR section, a two-section chirped DBR structure is proposed [70]. 
 
 
4.1 Strategy for controlling group delay dispersion in THz QCLs 
with metal-metal waveguides 
 
In order to achieve zero dispersion inside a long THz QCL metal-metal waveguide, one 
strategy is to fabricate a chirped DBR structure along the ridges of the waveguide, which 
introduces non-zero waveguide dispersion to compensate for the material dispersion 






Figure 4.1 (a) Schematic of a full waveguide consisting of a chirped DBR structure (red) 
and a flat-ridge waveguide section (blue). (b) The group delay from a 6-mm-long flat-ridge 
waveguide (~ +4.5 ps, blue curve) within 2.5 to 3.5 THz is compensated by a carefully 
designed chirped DBR structure (~ -4.5 ps, red curve), resulting in a close to zero overall 
group delay (green curve). 
 
Figure 4.1(b) provides an example to demonstrate how GVD compensation is 
achieved in a chirped DBR. The material group delay (one round trip) in a 6 mm-long 
rectangular ridge waveguide increases monotonically with frequency (the blue curve with 
~ +4.5 ps from 2.5 to 3.5 THz). The monotonically-decreasing waveguide group delay (one 
round trip) of the chirped DBR (the red curve with ~ -4.5 ps from 2.5 THz to 3.5 THz in 
this chirped DBR structure) can therefore compensate for the monotonically-increasing 





differences between the lower and higher frequencies. The contributions of GVD from the 
flat-ridge section and from the chirped DBR section match exactly, but with opposite signs. 
The green curve in Figure 1(b) is the total group delay dispersion that combines the red 
and blue curves, showing ~ 0 ps group delay from 2.5 THz to 3.5 THz. 
 
 
4.2 Design of chirped DBR structures for F-series THz QCLs 
 
4.2.1 Group delay dispersion in F-series THz QCLs 
 
F-series THz QCLs with RP based three-well design [32] were chosen as our first attempt 
in engineering GVD control via a chirped DBR structure. There are several reasons for this 
choice. First, F-series THz QCLs demonstrate excellent temperature performance (with 
maximum lasing temperatures of 184 K for F26, 199.3 K for F30, 197 K for F35, 187 K 
for F41, and 199.5 K for F47), which ensure the THz QCLs have sufficient optical gain to 
achieve lasing even with a narrow-ridge waveguide for eliminating the high-order modes 
at the expense of higher optical loss; Second, F-series THz QCLs have relatively low 
threshold current (0.5 kA/cm2 for F26, 0.66 kA/cm2 for F30, 0.66 kA/cm2 for F35, 0.94 
kA/cm2 for F41, and 0.97 kA/cm2 for F47, all data were collected at 10 K) due to the 
reduced leakage current associated with diagonal design, which allows the device to be 
operated under CW mode. Third, the lasing spectrums of F-series THz QCLs spread from 
2.5 THz to 3.5 THz at 10 K (as shown in Figure 4.2), which provides a relatively broad-







Figure 4.2 Lasing spectrums of the F-series THz QCLs (F26-F47) tested with metal-metal 
flat-ridge waveguides at a heat sink temperature of 10 K. The shadowed area indicates a 
frequency range (2.5 THz to 3.5 THz) covering all lasing Fabre-Perot modes from the F-
series lasers [61]. 
 
Before designing the chirped DBR structure for the F-series THz QCLs, it is 
necessary to estimate the group delay dispersion in the long flat-ridge metal-metal 
waveguide, upon which we can determine how much compensation is needed in the 
chirped DBR structure. The estimation of GVD in the flat-ridge waveguide within the 
frequency range of 2.5 THz to 3.5 THz is calculated with the 3D model in COMSOL. The 
cross-section area of the metal-metal flat-ridge waveguide is set to be 20 μm wide and 10 
μm high, while the length of the flat-ridge waveguide varies in the simulation (300 μm, 
500 μm, and 1000 μm) to investigate the relationship between the group delay dispersion 
and the waveguide length. Group delay dispersion of three samples between 2.5 THz and 





of Pico-second) of the EM wave with a frequency of 3.5 THz to that of 2.5 THz in one-
round-trip. It is clear that the group delay dispersion increases perfectly linearly with 
increases in the length of the flat-ridge waveguide (0.282 ps for 300-μm-long waveguide, 
0.693 ps for 500-μm-long waveguide, and 1.382 ps for 1000-μm-long waveguide). In this 
case, a group delay dispersion of 6.906 ps between 2.5 THz and 3.5 THz can be accurately 
predicted for a flat-ridged metal-metal waveguide with a length of 5000 μm, and the 
waveguide length can then be used to test the comb operation in future. This is proved to 
be an effective strategy to estimate the group delay dispersion in an arbitrary long 
waveguide, for which saves the calculating time and computer resources during the 3D 
model simulation.  
 
 
Figure 4.3 Calculated group delay dispersion of EM waves with frequencies between 2.5 
THz and 3.5 THz (round-trip) in a flat-ridge metal-metal waveguide with the cross-section 
area of 20 μm × 10 μm and three different waveguide lengths (300 μm, 500 μm, and 1000 
μm, in solid squares). The group delay dispersion for a 5000-μm-long waveguide is 






4.2.2 Design of chirped DBR structures for F-series THz QCLs 
 
After estimating the group delay dispersion in flat-ridge waveguides within the target 
frequency range, we undertook design of a chirped DBR to compensate for such 
dispersions. Based on the discussion in Chapter 3, a starting period length of 13 μm and an 
ending period length of 20 μm is first chosen to ensure the chirped DBR structure will 
cover the frequency range from 2.5 THz to 3.5 THz. 
 
Figure 4.4 Calculated reflectance spectra (a) and group delay (b) in chirped DBR structures 
with different starting period lengths of 7 μm (blue circles) and 13 μm (red line). The 
ending period lengths of these two structures are fixed at 20 μm. 
 
The group delay dispersion of the chirped DBR structure is calculated and 
presented in Figure 4.4(b) (curves in red color). At frequencies above ~3.0 THz, strong 
ripples (as shown by black arrows) merge on the compensation curve. When comparing 
the calculated group delay curve [Figure 4.4(b)] to the reflectance curve [Figure 4.4(a)], 





insufficient reflectance provided by the chirped DBR.  Further investigation shows that 
reflectance drops at higher frequencies due to the shallow corrugation depth in the starting 
period region. Because the corrugating periods in the starting period region targets the 
reflectance of high frequency EM wave, however, the shallow corrugation depths in this 
region are not able to reflect all high-frequency EM waves and cause leakage that leads to 
distortion on the group delay curve. To solve this problem, one strategy is to set the starting 
period at a shorter length in the chirped DBR structure, as discussed in Chapter 3. As shown 
in Figure 4.4(a), after shortening the starting period length to 7 μm, the reflection from the 
chirped DBR structure remains at close to unity value at 3.5 THz (blue curve). Also, the 
corresponding group delay curve becomes much smoother across the entire target 
frequency range (2.5 THz to 3.5 THz).  
 
In order to accurately compensate the group delay dispersion generated from the 
flat-ridge waveguide with certain waveguide lengths, chirped DBR structures with 
different number of corrugation periods were simulated, as shown in Figure 4.5. All the 
geometric parameters (starting period length, ending period length, etc) except the number 
of periods are kept as constants. The calculated time delay for EM waves to travel round-
trip with frequencies between 2.5 THz to 3.5 THz increases linearly with increases in the 
number of corrugation periods (from -3.163 ps for 40 periods to -9.523 ps for 120 periods 
in chirped DBR), which makes it very convenient to adjust the extent of group delay 






Figure 4.5 Calculated group delay compensations of EM waves after travelling round-trip 
with frequencies from 2.5 THz to 3.5 THz in chirped DBR structures with varying numbers 
of corrugation periods (solid red squares). The time delay of the group delay dispersion of 
a 5000-μm-long flat-ridge waveguide is marked in the figure as well (6.903 ps, blue void 
square). In order to compensate for such group delays in the flat-ridge waveguide, a chirped 
DBR with 88 corrugation periods is designed. 
 
The calculated time delay of group delay compensation is marked as a negative 
value (as shown in Figure 4.5 with red solid squares) showing the one-round-trip travel 
time of EM waves with higher frequencies are shorter than that with lower frequencies. 
The negative sign is to offset the calculated group delay dispersion from the flat-ridge 
waveguide (in Figure 4.3). Therefore, in order to compensate for the group delay dispersion 
of 6.903 ps from a 5000-μm-long flat-ridged waveguide, a chirped DBR structure with 88 
periods of corrugation periods is designed to ensure the whole waveguide structure has a 
close to zero group delay dispersion. The geometric parameters of the designed chirped 
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4.3 Chirped DBR structures for group delay compensation in broad 
frequency band 
 
4.3.1 The strategy of extending the frequency bandwidth of group delay 
compensation in chirped DBR structures 
 
For a conventional DBR mirror, the strength of reflection at the corresponding frequency 
becomes stronger either by increasing the repeating number of the corrugation periods or 
etching a deeper corrugation for the periods. To examine the extent of group delay 
dispersion compensation for with an extended broad operation band from 2 THz to 4 THz, 
a series of chirped DBR structures (Sample A-F) with ridge widths of 20 μm are proposed 
and simulated. The key geometric parameters of the structures are listed in Table 4.2.  






















Sample A 10  26  30 0  8.5  
Sample B 10  26  35 0  8.5  
Sample C 10  26  40 0  8.5  
Sample D 10  26  30 1  8.5  
Sample E 10  26  30 2  8.5  






Samples A, B, and C are chirped DBR structures that share the same parameters, 
except the number of corrugation periods (thus the total length). Samples A, D, E, and F 
are almost identical except the starting corrugation depth. The starting period length in 
these six DBR designs is 10 μm, which corresponds to an upper reflection cutoff frequency 
of ~ 4 THz, as shown in Figure 4.6. 
 
Figure 4.6 Six 20-m-wide chirped DBR structures are simulated using the 1D model. 
Sample A (red) is set as a baseline sample with the following parameters: starting period 
length (10 m), ending period length (26 m), number of periods (30), ending period 
corrugation depth (8.5 m), and starting period corrugation depth (0 m). Sample B 
(orange) and Sample C (yellow) have the same parameters as those in Sample A, except 
the number of periods (35 periods in Sample B and 40 periods in Sample C). Sample D 
(green), Sample E (blue), and Sample F (purple) have the same parameters as those in 
Sample A, except the starting period corrugation depth (1, 2, and 3 m for Sample D, 
Sample E, and Sample F, respectively). 
 
Figure 4.7(a) shows that the calculated reflectance of Sample A (red) drops to ~70% 
at ~ 3.2 THz, leading to a much-narrower-than-expected reflection band. This is because 
the corrugation of the first few periods in the starting period region of the chirped DBR 





frequencies is therefore very weak or even negligible. To overcome this deficiency, two 
different designing strategies were investigated, namely: -increasing the number of the 
periods and implementing deeper corrugation.  
 
As shown in Figure 4.7(a), by increasing the period number to 35 (in Sample B) 
and 40 (in Sample C), the reflection band is extended moderately to higher frequencies (up 
to ~3.4 THz at ~70% of the reflectance), confirming that a larger number of corrugation 
periods helps strengthen the reflection and push the upper cutoff frequency to higher 
frequencies. However, the period number has to be much larger than 40 to further push the 
upper cutoff frequency to 4 THz. This would inevitably lead to a very long DBR cavity and 
introduce excess group delay dispersion within the target frequency range. 
 
Figure 4.7 (a) The calculated reflectance spectra of Sample A (red), Sample B (orange) 
and Sample C (yellow). (b) The calculated group delay of Sample A (red), Sample B 
(orange) and Sample C (yellow). A difference of ~3.9 ps in group delay compensation 
between Sample B and Sample C is shown. (c) The calculated reflectance spectra of 
Sample A (red), Sample D (green), Sample E (blue) and Sample F (purple). (d) The 







The calculated group delay curves for Sample A, B, and C are plotted in Figure 
4.7(b), which show a monotonic decrease in the corresponding reflection band. Note that 
longer DBR structures introduce larger group delay differences between the lower and 
higher frequencies. The longest structure (Sample C) introduces an additional 3.9 
picoseconds of group delay by comparison with the shortest structure (Sample A). As 
revealed in Figure 4.1(b), the material group delay over the frequency range is 
predetermined by material properties and is fixed, while the waveguide group delay 
increases with the length of the DBR structure. As such, increasing the period number may 
partially address the insufficient reflection issue at higher frequencies, but it is unlikely to 
achieve exact dispersion compensation. 
 
An alternative approach is to implement chirped DBRs with deeper corrugation 
depth, particularly at the starting periods. Figure 4.7(c) compares the calculated reflectance 
curves of the four chirped DBR structures with identical parameters except the starting 
period corrugation depths, which are 0 μm for Sample A (red), 1 μm for Sample D (green), 
2 μm for Sample E (blue), and 3 μm for Sample F (purple). The upper-limit cutoff 
frequency (at ~70% of the reflectance) of the reflectance band is effectively extended from 
~3.2 THz to ~3.5 THz, ~3.8 THz, and ~4.1 THz as the corrugation depth of the starting 
period increases from 0 to 3 μm. Clearly, by modifying the corrugation depth to 3 μm in 
the starting period of the chirped DBR, the reflection band can extend to meet the range, 
from 2 to 4 THz. It seems the implementation of deeper corrugation is a good solution. 
However, deeper corrugation of the DBRs also generates a substantial and detrimental side 
effect. Figure 4.7(d) shows the calculated group delay curves of Sample A, Sample D, 
Sample E, and Sample F. Over the frequency range within its reflection band, the group 
delay curve of Sample A is monotonically decreasing and almost smooth. Starting with 
Sample D, periodic ripples can be observed in the group delay curves in the frequency 
range of interest even though the overall decreasing trend is retained. Modulation of the 
periodic ripples becomes stronger as the corrugation depth of the DBRs increases. These 





cancelled out only at some discrete frequencies. 
 
 
4.3.2 Two-section chirped DBR structures 
 
The ripples observed in Figure 4.7(d) can be explained by the Gires-Tournois 
interferometer effect. At the interface between the flat rectangular waveguide section and 
the chirped DBR section (see the Sample G blue curve in Figure 4.8), there is an abrupt 
change in effective refractive index. This discontinuity yields the formation of an internal 
cavity, leading to the emergence of ripples (the fast modulations in the group delay curves). 
To minimize the ripples, one should eliminate the refractive index discontinuity. One 
effective approach is to insert a buffer structure between the flat rectangular waveguide 
section and the chirped DBR section. The buffer structure is a linearly-chirped DBR in 
which the corrugation depth of the starting period is zero [see the Sample H red curve in 
Figure 4.8].  
 
The Sample H structure consists of two sections – a short chirped DBR structure 
with its corrugation depth linearly increasing from 0 to 4 μm (buffer section) and a much 
longer chirped DBR, attached right behind the buffer section, with a starting period 
corrugation depth of 4 μm (compensation section). The compensation section ensures that 
strong reflectance is achieved over a wide frequency range, while the buffer section 
provides a transition to eliminate the abrupt change in refractive index and thus minimizes 
the ripples in the group delay curve. Simulation results confirm these benefits. Ripples in 
the group delay curve almost completely eliminated in Sample H (as shown in Figure 4.9 






Figure 4.8 Comparison of the corrugation shape of two 20-m-wide chirped DBR Sample 
G and H. These two structures share the same parameters, including starting period length 
(10 m), ending period length (26 m), number of periods (40), starting period corrugation 
depth (4 m), and ending period corrugation depth (8.5 m). However, different from 
Sample G, Sample H has an additional 10 periods of corrugations as a transition buffer 
from the flat-ridge section to the chirped DBR section. 
 
A group of two-section DBRs similar to SH has been simulated. The number of 
periods (N) in the buffer section of these DBRs increases from 3 to 15, while the structures 
of their compensation sections remain unchanged. By increasing the period number, the 
ripples in the calculated group delay curves quickly diminish and the modulations of group 
delays (which is defined by the standard deviation of the calculated group delay data that 
deviate from a fitted smooth group delay curve) drops from 0.33 ps (for N=3) to ~0.07 ps 
(for N=15) (as shown in Figure 4.9(b)). Simulation results clearly reveal that such a two-
section DBR with a period number of N=10 in the buffer section produces a satisfactorily 
smooth group delay curve (with a deviation of 0.1 ps) in the octave frequency range of 2 






Figure 4.9 (a) Calculated group delay of Sample G (blue) and Sample H (red). The buffer 
region provides Sample H with a smoother group delay curve between 2 THz and 4 THz 
with less modulation, but still retains the same decaying trend (~7 ps) as that in Sample G. 
(b) Calculated modulations of the group delays within the frequency band for DBR 
structures with different number of periods in the buffer region. All other geometric 
parameters are the same as those in Sample H. 
 
Although the above results obtained from the transfer matrix method present a basic 
understanding of chirped DBRs in terms of group delay compensation in a metal-metal 
THz waveguide, the 1D model is oversimplified for simulating the EM wave transmission 
processes. In particular, the 1D model can’t predict at all the impact of the less-than-unity 
confinement factor on DBR’s reflection and dispersion performance. It simply assumes a 
uniform mode distribution inside the waveguide. As a result, the effective refractive index 
contrast in the corrugated section of the chirped DBR is overrated in the 1D model, which 
leads to overestimation of the calculated reflectance. In this regard, a 3D model should be 






As discussed in Chapter 3, 3D model based on COMSOL RF package is used to 
simulate the chirped DBR structures discussed above. Three chirped DBRs (Sample I, 
Sample J, Sample K), with a thickness of 10 μm and a ridge width of 20 μm, are designed 
and simulated using the 3D model. The dimensional parameters are listed in Table 4.3. 
  
























Sample I 10 26 30 0 9 Flat ridge waveguide 
Sample J 10 26 30 6 9 Flat ridge waveguide 
Sample K 10 26 30 6 9 10 Periods of buffer 
corrugation 
 
The Sample K structure is a chirped DBR waveguide with a buffer section of 10 
corrugations, which is 75 m long in total. The Sample I and Sample J structures are control 
designs, which both include a 75 m long flat ridge waveguide section instead of a chirped 
DBR buffer section. The starting period corrugation depth of Sample J is 6 m, the same 
as Sample K, while Sample I has a starting period with corrugation depth of 0 m. Figure 
4.10(a) and (b) show the calculated reflectance and group delay curves of the chirped DBR 
structures using the 3D model. Similar to the result from the 1D model, Sample I cannot 
provide adequate reflection at frequencies above ~2.8 THz due to the shallow corrugation 
depth of its starting periods. In contrast, both Sample J and Sample K have a close-to-unity 
reflectance even at a frequency of 4 THz or beyond. This is more clearly revealed in the 
mode distribution diagram shown in Figure 4.10(c) and (d). In Fig. 4(c), at a frequency of 
3 THz, only part of the EM wave is bounced back by the corrugated periods of Sample I, 
which occurs at the middle of the chirped DBR structure. A substantial portion of the 
injected EM waves leaks to the right side. However, as shown in Figure 4.10(d), EM waves 
at 4 THz are strongly reflected back to the left at the first quarter of the waveguide and the 





Sample K and Sample J yield broadband reflectance spectra, the calculated group delay 
curves show multiple ripples are observed in Sample J, but not in Sample K within the 
frequency range from 2 to 4 THz [see Figure 4.10(b)]. As discussed earlier, this distortion 
comes from the undesired resonance of a Gires-Tournois interferometer like cavity. 
 
To further under this phenomenon, the mode distribution at frequencies of 2.30 THz 
(ripple peak), 2.37 THz (ripple valley), 2.44 THz (next ripple peak) in Sample J are 
calculated, as shown in Figure 4.10(e). Due to the abrupt discontinuity in the effective 
mode index, the interface between the flat ridge waveguide section and the chirped DBR 
section acts as a reflection mirror that can reflect the EM waves backward from the right 
side. At resonance frequencies, such as 2.30 and 2.44 THz, the EM waves can be trapped 
in the chirped DBR structure, which is confirmed by the higher intensity in the 
corresponding section [Figure 4.10 (e)]. At off-resonance frequencies, such as 2.37 THz, 
mode trapping is much relieved and the mode intensity is thus much lower. As such, the 
group delay at the resonance frequencies is greater than that at the off-resonance 
frequencies. By inserting a buffer section (such as the one in Sample K), the abrupt mode 
transition from the flat ridge waveguide section to the chirped DBR section is pretty much 
removed and the Gires-Tournois interferometer effect is largely eliminated. A much 






Figure 4.10 (a) Calculated reflectance spectra of three chirped DBR structures (Sample I 
(blue), Sample J (green), and Sample K (red)) within a frequency range of 2 - 4 THz from 
simulations based on the 3D model. The geometric parameters of the structures are listed 
in Table 4.3. Sample I only provides a sufficient reflectance frequency band from 2 THz to 





Calculated group delay of Samples I (blue), J (green) and K (red). For Sample I, the 
modulation on its group delay curve appears with the frequency increasing beyond its 
cutoff frequency (~2.8 THz at ~70% of reflectance) from its reflectance spectra. (c) 
Calculated mode distribution in Sample I at 3 THz. (d) Calculated mode distribution in 
Sample K at 4 THz. (e) Calculated mode distribution in Sample J at 2.30 THz, 2.37 THz, 
and 2.44 THz corresponding to the resonance and off-resonance frequencies, labeled by 
vertical dashed lines in (b).  
 
 
4.4 Design of chirped DBR structures for an octave frequency 
spanning THz QCL 
 
4.4.1 Group delay dispersion in THz QCLs within the frequency range from 
2 to 4 THz 
 
The group delay dispersion in a flat-ridge waveguide with a cross-section area of 20 μm 
(width) × 10 μm (height) between frequencies of 2 THz and 4 THz is estimated in 3D 
COMSOL Multiphysics. By using the strategy discussed in Section 4.2, group delays in 
flat-ridged waveguides with different lengths (300 μm, 500 μm, and 1000 μm) are 
calculated, which still show a perfectly linear relationship between time delay and 
waveguide length. However, the amplitude of the group delay dispersion between 
frequencies 2 THz and 4 THz is more than two times stronger (11.177 ps between 2 THz 
and 4 THz compare to 5.527 ps between 2.5 THz and 3.5 THz) than that between 
frequencies of 2.5 THz and 3.5 THz. This phenomenon occurs because of the broader 
frequency spanning range, but also because of the stronger dispersion in material refractive 
index at a higher maximum frequency side (4 THz instead of 3.5 THz) which is closer to 






Figure 4.11 Calculated group delay dispersions of EM waves with frequencies from 2 THz 
to 4 THz (round trip) in the flat-ridge metal-metal waveguides with the cross-section area 
of 20 μm (width) × 10 μm (height) at various waveguide lengths (300 μm, 500 μm, and 
1000 μm, in blue solid squares). The group delay dispersion of a 4000-μm-long waveguide 
is predicted (blue void square). The group delay dispersion of a 4000-μm-long waveguide 
between frequency of 2.5 THz and 3.5 THz is also indicated for comparison (red void 
square). 
 
In this case, the much stronger GVD in octave-spanning frequency THz QCLs are 
more critical for achieving the comb operation, and a carefully designed chirped DBR 










4.4.2 Design of chirped DBR structures for compensating group delay 
dispersions between 2 to 4 THz 
 
In order to compensate for the group delay compensation within a broad frequency band 
from 2 THz to 4 THz, a series of two section chirped DBR structures are designed. As 
discussed in the previous section, 10 corrugation periods serve as a buffer region for the 
chirped DBR. 
 
Figure 4.12 Calculated group delay compensations of EM waves with frequencies from 2 
to 4 THz (round trip) in a series of chirped DBR structures with different numbers of 
corrugation periods (solid black squares). In order to compensate for the group delay in a 
4000-μm-long flat-ridge waveguide (11.17 ps), a chirped DBR structure with 56 
corrugation periods is designed to achieve ~0 ps overall group delay. In practical device 
fabrication, a series of two section chirped DBR structures with various group delays (-
20%, -15%, -10%, -5%, 0%, +5%, +10%, +15%, and +20%, as shown with void squares 






The time delay of the group delay compensation in the proposed two-section 
chirped DBR structure is controlled by tuning the number of periods in the compensation 
section, while the same buffer structure is used. In order to compensate for the group delay 
generated from a 4-mm-long flat-ridged double metal ridged waveguide (11.17 ps), a 
chirped DBR structure with 56 of corrugation periods in the compensation section is 
required. However, the uncertainties in the device fabrication process may interfere with 
the group delay dispersion in a real device. Thus nine chirped DBR structures with different 
numbers of corrugation periods in the compensation section are designed, which 
compensated for the group delay time by 9.01 ps with 45 periods (~-20%, below the 
targeted value), 9.62 ps with 48 periods (~-15%), 10.02 ps with 50 periods (~-10%), 10.62 
ps with 53 periods (~-5%), 11.23 ps with 56 periods (~0%, exactly at the targeted value), 
11.84 ps with 59 periods (~+5%, above the targeted value), 12.24 ps with 61 periods 
(~+10%), 12.85 ps with 64 periods (~+15%), and 13.45 ps with 67 periods (~+20%), as 
shown in the Figure 4.13. The geometric parameters of two-section chirped DBR for 
compensating broad-band THz QCLs from 2 to 4 THz (56 period structure) is listed in 
Table 4.4.  
 
Table 4.4 Geometric parameters of a two-section chirped DBR for broad-band THz QCLs with 






























In this chapter, a chirped DBR structure is designed based on the 3D model introduced in 





ridge metal-metal waveguide for F-series THz QCLs with their lasing frequency spanning 
from 2.5 to 3.5 THz based on the 3D model introduced in Chapter 3. A strategy to extend 
the operating frequency bandwidth of the chirped DBR structure is demonstrated by 
implementing deeper corrugation periods in the starting period region. Meanwhile, a novel 
buffer section that is located between the flat-ridge waveguide section and the chirped DBR 
section is proposed to eliminate the strong ripples observed in the group delay curves, 
which result from the abrupt transition from flat ridge waveguide to chirped DBR. Based 
on this strategy, a two-section chirped DBR structure was designed to compensate the 
group delay dispersion over an ultra-broad octave-spanning frequency range (2 to 4 THz). 
This structure will be deployed on the new THz QCL with heterogeneous active regions 






















Devices Growth, Fabrication, and 
Characterization 
 
Compared to the growth, fabrication, and characterization of a general THz QCL 
design equipped with a metal-metal waveguide [71], the various processes for developing 
a THz QCL comb laser are much more challenging due to the device’s complicated 
structure and critical measurement requirements. For example, the heterogeneous structure 
consists of three or four different active regions, which dramatically increase the difficulty 
of device growth in MBE due to the increased number of parameters to be controlled and 
monitored during the growth. Also, a carefully modified device fabrication process is 
essential to making a chirped DBR waveguide that can achieve GVD compensation in a 
THz QCL comb laser. In the device characterization step, the RF beat note detection, as a 
fundamental technique for evaluating comb operation inside a THz QCL, requires a 
cryogenic light-current-voltage (LIV) system to support the transmission and detection of 
weak and high frequency (~GHz) signals. In this chapter, we present experimental results 
related to MBE growth, device fabrication and device characterization, and their 
importance towards building our first THz QCL frequency comb device. 
 
 
5.1 THz QCL active region growth 
 
Growth of THz QCL active regions for this project was undertaken in a recently built MBE 





Quantum Nano Centre. Since the new MBE system is still under calibration and 
optimization, two THz QCLs were re-grown based on structures reported in the literature: 
1. SA design (wafer G0216) from Prof. Sushil Kumar’s group at Lehigh University [72]; 
2. A heterogeneous design (wafer G0226) from Prof. Faist’s group at Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETH) [44]. For the MBE growth of G0216, high 
resolution X-ray diffraction (XRD) fitting results show the material suffered some 
discrepancies with the published growth parameters, where the actual grown layer 
thicknesses are around ~5% thinner (for both quantum wells and barriers) than our target, 
and the grown aluminum barrier composition was also missmatched by ~2% (17% instead 
of 15%). Before growth of the heterogeneous structure (G0226), the MBE system was 
further calibrated and optimized. Also, we modified the growth of the heterogeneous 
structure G0226 by shrinking the thickness to ~10 µm while keeping the ratio of the number 
of modules in the three different active regions consistent. The XRD fitting results match 
our target layer thicknesses and aluminum compositions fairly well, with maximum 
discrepancies of ~3% lower in layer thickness (for both quantum wells and barriers) and 
~0.2% lower in aluminum compositions (14.8% instead of 15%). 
 
 
5.2 Fabrication of THz QCLs 
 
The fabrication of THz QCLs for this project was done in the Quantum Nano Centre clean-
room in University of Waterloo. Before fabricating the THz QCLs for this project, the 
recipes for each step in the metal-metal waveguide fabrication process were tested and 
optimized, first on 6 dummy wafer pieces (GaAs wafer) and, subsequently, on 16 device 
wafer pieces (V0222-1 to 3, V0896-1 to 4, V0962-1 and 2, G0216-1 to 4, G0226-1 to 3).  
 
 
5.2.1 Major fabrication steps 
 





photolithography masks) and then cleaned with standard isopropanol (IPA), acetone, and 
deionized (DI) water to remove the organic contaminations. The cleaning step was 
followed by an oxidation removal process with HCl: H2O (1:10) dip and a 5 min oxygen 
plasma treatment, in which the top surface (with MBE grown structure) was coated with a 
Ti/Au (200/2000Å) metal layer by electron-beam deposition. The deposited metal layer 
was then thickened up to 1 µm with gold through electro-plating with 434 RTU solution, 
and, then flipped and placed on top of an Indium coated (1 µm thick) GaAs carrier wafer 
piece (also called “receptor”) for subsequent wafer bonding processing. The flipping and 
placing process requires extreme attention in order to: 1. align both edges (cleaved crystal 
lines) of the device wafer piece and the carrier wafer piece for subsequent cleaving of laser 
facet. 2, maintain the cleanness of both the attached surface, eliminating small 
contaminating particles, which may result in failure of the following fabrication steps. (e.g., 
V0962-1 was detached during the following surface lapping process due to this problem) 
 
The thermal-compression wafer bonding (Au-In) step was done on a TRESKY die 
bonder (T-3000-FC3) under 0.5 MPa pressure at 250℃ for 1 hour. Different processing 
temperatures and times have been tested for the step. To avoid over-diffusing Indium into 
the active region of the device, the bonding temperature needs to be controlled below 350℃ 
(for our process). After the wafer bonding step, the 600-µm-thick GaAs substrate of the 
device wafer is thinned down to less than 100 µm thick by mechanical lapping, as shown 






Figure 5.1 The device wafer piece with its substrate lapped to ~100 µm thick. The sidewall 
of the device’s wafer is protected by a photoresist to prevent damage in following removal 
(wet etching) step. 
 
The rest of the GaAs is removed through selective wet etching with a solution of 
citric acid: Hydrogen peroxide=5:1 (etch rate ~3000 Å/min). During the wet etching 
process, the side wall of the device wafer must be carefully protected by a photoresist to 
prevent destructive etching into the active region. The selective wet etching stops at the 
pre-grown etch stop layer (Al0.55Ga0.45As or Al0.97Ga0.03As), and a shining surface is 
exposed. To maintain a uniform etching rate on the surface of the substrate and prevent 
damage to the etch stop layer, the solution must be under constant agitation through mild 
stirring. The successfully exposed etch stop layer shows a rainbow color as shown in Figure 







Figure 5.2 The device wafer piece with its substrate removed through wet etching. The 
surface shows a rainbow color. 
 
The next step of the fabrication process is to define the metal-metal waveguide 
ridge on the device wafer piece through photolithography and metallization process. The 
photolithography mask that is designed for top metal deposition is used to pattern a bi-layer 
photoresist of 500 nm PMGI SF7 (lift-off resist) and 1400 nm S1811 (imaging resist). The 
bi-layer photoresist benefit for the following gold lift-off process, and protects the 
remaining gold pattern (top metal of the ridge). The bi-layer is then exposed by Suss MA6 
for 5 s and developed through MIF 319 (60 s)/DI water procedure. Ti/Au (200/2000Å) is 
then deposited on top of the patterned photoresist, and lifted-off using PG-Remove at a 






Figure 5.3 Microscopic view of the gold pattern, which becomes the top metal layer after 
the lift-off process. The widths of the 4 mesa ridges are 80, 60, 40, and 20 µm from bottom 
to top in the figure. 
 
In order to define the mesa of the THz QCL, the AZP4621 was used as a mask 
material for the mesa ridge dry etching process. It is reported that the patterned top gold 
layer can be used as a self-aligned mask for mesa ridge etching [73][74], however, over-
etching and re-deposition of the metallic layer were observed during the above process. 
Thus, we took the decision to use a thick layer of photoresist (AZP4621) as a mask instead. 
Since the AZP4621 layer will thin down during the dry etching, a14-µm-thick of AZP4621 
was spun onto the wafer piece in order to guarantee the protection of the mesa beneath the 
mask during the dry etching process. The AZP4621 is then patterned through a second 
photolithography process with careful alignment of the ridge pattern, and the wafer piece 
is then cleaned by Oxygen plasma (5min) and prepared for the mesa ridge reactive ion 






Figure 5.4 Microscopic view of patterned AZP4621, which serves as a mask for the RIE 
dry etching process. 
 
 
5.2.2 Test of RIE dry etching for mesa ridge 
 
The RIE dry etching process for our THz QCL mesa ridges was done using the 
Oxford Plasmalab System 100 ICP380 III-V & Metal chlorine etcher. The goal of this 
process is to etch 10-µm-deep active region with a smooth and vertical sidewall. The 
etching rate is not a critical parameter because the beneath In-Au bonding layer beneath 
the top layer will serve as an inherent etch stop layer. After several rounds of dry etching 
tests, two out of seven tested recipes were chosen to be used for our devices.  
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Figure 5.5 SEM picture of THz QCL G0216-2, taken after the RIE dry etching process on 
the mesa ridge (recipe from Table 5.1). The mesa ridge is 150-µm-wide with a slight 
undercut of around 1 µm at the two sidewalls. 
 
The first successful recipe for RIE dry etching is listed in Table 5.1. which shows 
the advantage of a fast etch rate (~1.6 µm/min), while maintaining a small undercut at the 
sidewalls, as shown in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of Figure 5.5. The 
1 µm undercut at the sidewall region is acceptable for conventional wide-ridge THz QCLs 
because the EM mode inside the waveguide can barely reach the sidewall region [75]. 
However, for THz QCLs with narrow mesa ridges and chirped DBR structures, a 1 µm 
undercut might degrade the THz QCL performance. 
 
 




















Figure 5.6 The SEM picture of THz QCL G0226-2, taken after a RIE dry etching test on 
mesa ridges (recipe listed in Table 5.2). The mesa is 20-µm-wide with perfectly vertical 
and smooth sidewalls. The etched depth is around 4.2 µm. 
 
The second successful recipe is listed in Table 5.2. Different from the first recipe, 
this one has a slow etching rate (~0.13 µm/min) due to the low RF power, but provides a 
perfectly smooth and vertical sidewall on the mesa ridge, as shown in the SEM picture in 
Figure 5.6. However, etching time to achieve a 10-µm-deep mesa ridge is quite lengthy 
(~80 min), there is a chance the plasma chamber may become contaminated, which may 
degrade the quality of the mesa sidewall. Thus, the recipe can be further optimized to 




5.2.3 Device packaging and wire bonding 
 
After the RIE dry etching process, the device is cleaned with PG Remove to remove 
the remaining AZP4621 photoresist. The device is then cleaved into ~1-mm-long laser bars, 





of the laser ridge placed at the edge. Gold wires (Ø=15 µm) are bonded from the top gold 
metal layer of the device mesa to the pins on the package with K&S 4523 wire bonder, as 
shown in Figure 5.7.  
 
Figure 5.7 One laser bar is mounted on the homemade copper package with 7 pins. Six 




5.3 Light-current density-voltage measurement of THz QCLs 
 
The temperature dependent light-current density-voltage (LJV) measurement is a 
fundamental technique for characterizing the performance of a THz QCL, in which, the 
current (or current density) and the output power of the device are collected at different 
electric fields and different temperatures. The conventional setup for LJV measurement 
usually consists of a temperature controlled cryostat chamber with a cold finger for 
mounting the THz QCL, an electronic circuit for injecting the current to and reading the 
voltage from the THz QCL, and a THz wave detection system, called a Golay cell or 
bolometer. However, the LJV measurement for characterizing THz QCLs with comb 
operation has a much more critical experimental requirement. For example, in order to 





CW mode, which requires a much higher cooling power and temperature stability for the 
cryostat. Furthermore, the detection of RF beat notes generated from THz QCLs, which 
help monitor comb operation, requires that the electric circuit maintain a low loss to the 
signal in the gigahertz frequency band. In addition, an external feedback circuit may be 
added to the LJV system to further stabilize the THz QCL comb operation [45].  
 
 
5.3.1 High power cooling system design 
 
To achieve CW operation in our THz QCLs, a LJV system was built based on a high power 
cryostat (Zephyr CH-110), which provides strong cooling power (~20 W) at a temperature 
of 20 K. In addition, a high power disk heater was designed for this system to provide a 
sufficient temperature tuning range, as shown in Figure 5.8. The connection parts and cold 
finger were milled with oxygen- free high conductive copper, and carefully designed to 
incorporate the device mounting structure, circuit board, and temperature sensors.  
 
Figure 5.8 Schematic of homemade cold finger, the copper stage, disk heater and circuit 
board mounted on the new cryostat. The temperature sensor is placed close to the device 
package to ensure accurate temperature readings. 
 
To test the new system set up, we deployed LJV measurements on FL175 MM3 





were done in both the old cryostat (DE202 NE ARS) and the newly- built cryostat (Zephyr 
CH-110), as shown in Figure 5.9. For the measurement in DE202 NE ARS, the heat sink 
temperature begins to increase from the target temperature of 10 K at an electrical power 
injection of 0.56 W (0.07 A at 8 V in CW mode) due to the limited cooling power of the 
cryostat, and reaches 60 K at the threshold condition of the THz QCL with an electrical 
power injection of 3.3 W (0.3 A at 11 V in CW mode). However, for our newly built cryostat 
(Zephyr CH-110), the heat sink temperature was stabilized at 25 K of the target temperature 
even at the maximum power injection, which indicated our system convincingly achieved 
temperature stability. 
 
Figure 5.9 IV measurement results (green curve) and heat sink temperature readings (blue 
spots) of THz QCL FL175 MM3 during temperature stability testing in the newly built 
cryostat (Zephyr CH-110). For comparison, the heat sink temperatures of an IV measure 









5.3.2 System optimization for RF beat note detection 
 
In the cavity of a THz QCL, if two lasing modes with different optical frequencies are 
superimposed, then a beat note signal equal to the difference of the optical frequencies can 
usually be generated. Since the linewidth of the beat note is sensitively related to the 
correlation of the phase noise of the two lasing modes, a perfect optical frequency comb 
THz QCL with multiple pairs of phase stabilized lasing modes will generate a beat note 
signal with strong amplitude and narrow bandwidth [44][45][77]. Therefore, characterizing 
the beat note signal becomes one of the most effective and convenient methods to monitor 
comb operation. The frequency of the beat note signal is inversely proportional to the 
length of the waveguide. For a metal-metal waveguide designed for comb THz QCLs, with 
the usual length of 3~6 mm, the generated beat note signal is around 5~14 GHz. In order 
to extract this weak RF beat note signal from the laser cavity without interfering with the 
injection of pumping current (suppose in CW mode), a bias tee can be used in the circuit 
[78][79], as shown in Figure 5.10.  
 
Figure 5.10 RF beat note detection set up in a LJV system. A bias tee is used to extract the 
RF signal from the THz QCL without interference with the pumping current (DC). 
 
However, in typical LJV measurement setup, the already weak beat note signal may 
suffer additional loss during the transmission from the device package to the spectrum 





note signal is low (at a level of -90 dBm [44]). Therefore, the circuit board and the electrical 
feedthrough of our LJV system were carefully designed to reduce transmission loss in our 
target frequency band (5~8 GHz). 
 
Mounted on the cryogenic chamber, the electrical feedthrough serves as a 
connection between the inner circuit board and the outer measurement instruments. The 
original electrical feedthrough, which only works for the signal transmission in a frequency 
range from DC to ~kHz, will bounce the input signal back with a frequency higher than 5 
GHz. The structure was then optimized, which dramatically decreased signal transmission 
loss from ~ -30 dB to ~ -5dB in the high frequency region, as shown in Figure 5.11. 
 
Figure 5.11 Transmission loss measurements from 4 independent electrical feedthrough 
ports in the new LJV system, based on an S-parameter scan taken using an Agilent network 
analyzer.  
 
The electric circuit board, which collects the signal from the device package and 
feeds it into the cables, is another major origin of RF loss in the signal transmission line. 
Figure 5.12 shows the circuit board based on the knowledge of stripline in RF circuits, 





calibrated RF loss in the whole transmission line, from the pins on the package to the 
electric feedthrough ports, is also shown in Figure 5.12. Apart from the inevitable package 
induced ~12 dB loss at frequency regions above 6 GHz, the whole transmission line 
demonstrates a low transmission loss within 0~8 GHz, which provides an important 




Figure 5.12 (a) Circuit board designed for mounting the device package in the LJV system 
for THz QCL measurement. (b) Measured transmission loss of the circuit board in (a), 
based on a S-parameter scan taken using an Agilent network analyzer.  
 
 
5.4 Pulse-mode LJV measurement results 
 
In order to check the quality of both the wafer growth and the metal-metal 
waveguide fabrication process for our THz QCLs, I took the pulse-mode LJV 
measurements on THz QCLs G0216 and G0226. The schematic diagram of the 






Figure 5.13 Schematic diagram of the characterization setup for pulse-mode THz QCL 
LJV measurements. 
 
In pulse-mode LJV measurement, an AVTECH pulse generator is used to 
electrically pump the THz QCL with a train of pulses at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and with 
pulse width of 250 ns. A Golay cell serves as a detector for collecting the output terahertz 
radiation from THz QCLs. To offset the slow response time of the Golay cell, it was 
modulated by another Agilent pulse generator with a frequency of 20 Hz. The electric 
circuit inside the cryostat chamber, which includes two resistors (40 Ω and 800 Ω), is 
connected to match the output impedance of the AVTEC pulse generator. The current and 
voltage data from the THz QCL are measured through an oscilloscope (Tektronix 
MDO3054).    
 
 
5.4.1 G0216 LJV results 
 





with cavity dimensions of 150 µm × 2.1 mm, at heat sink temperatures of 10 K to 144 K, 
with a pulse duration of 250 ns, and repetition rate of 1 kHz. The threshold current density 
(Jth) of 477 A/cm
2 and the maximum current density (Jmax) of 841 A/cm
2 was measured at 
a heat sink temperature of 10 K. The wide dynamic range of (Jmax-Jth)/Jmax=0.43, which 
improves the temperature performance of the device to enable a high maximum lasing 
temperature of 144 K (same as the current record for maximum lasing temperature reported 
in [72]) is due to low cavity loss, which proves the high quality of our device growth and 
waveguide fabrication. 
 
Figure 5.14 Left axis: The bias voltage of THz QCL G0216 versus current density at 
different heat sink temperatures. Right axis: Collected THz light (optical output power) 
from the Golaycell versus current density at different heat sink temperatures. The cavity 
dimension of the THz QCL is 150 µm × 2.1 mm. LJV measurements were taken under 









5.4.2 G0226 LJV and spectroscopy results 
 
Figure 5.15 shows the pulse-mode LJV measurement characteristics of THz QCL G0226 
with cavity dimensions of 150 µm × 2 mm, at heat sink temperatures of 20 K to 111 K, 
with a pulse duration of 250 ns, and repetition rate of 1 kHz. The threshold current density 
(Jth) of 218 A/cm
2 was measured at a heat sink temperature of 20 K, which is very close to 
the published Jth of 220 A/cm
2 in [44]. Also, the measured maximum lasing temperature 
for this device is 111 K, which is comparable with the reported highest operating 
temperature of 105 K in the supplementary material of [44]. Both the threshold current 
density and the maximum lasing temperature results for G0226 clearly confirmed good 
quality control in MBE growth for the heterogeneous active region structure and the in 
fabrication work of the THz QCL metal-metal waveguide.  
 
Figure 5.15 Left axis: The bias voltage versus current density analysis for THz QCL G0226 
at different heat sink temperatures. Right axis: Collected THz light (optical output power) 
from the Golay cell versus current density at different heat sink temperatures. The cavity 





mode with a pulse repetition frequency of 1 kHz and a pulse width of 250 ns. The threshold 
current density of this device, at a heat sink temperature of 20 K, is 218 A/cm2 (marked 
with black dashed line). 
 
To further compare the active region growth of THz QCL G0226 with the published 
result from ETH, the JV measurement results for both devices (taken at a heat sink 
temperature of 20 K) are plotted in Figure 5.16. The highly consistent shape of the JV 
curves from the two devices shows that the quantum designs of the heterogeneous 
structures (consisting of three different active regions) were accurately controlled during 
MBE growth, and confirms the XRD fitting data analysis (with maximum discrepancies of 
~3% in layer thickness and ~0.2% in aluminum compositions). 
 
Figure 5.16 JV results for THz QCL G0226 (red solid line) and the device reported by 
ETH (blue circles) at a heat sink temperature of 20 K. Both devices have the same cavity 
dimensions (150 µm × 2 mm) and were tested under pulse mode. 
 
Figure 5.17 shows the lasing spectrum of G0226 (150 µm × 2 mm) at an injected 





temperature of 13 K. The spectral measurements were carried out by using a commercial 
nitrogen purged Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer with a frequency 
resolution of 0.15 cm-1. The lasing spectrum extends from 2.36 to 2.86 THz, including 20 
observed Fabry-Perot (FP) lasing modes (the red peaks as labelled in Figure 5.17). These 
FP modes are equally spaced (marked by the grey dotted lines). The frequency spacing of 
adjacent lasing modes is ~21.8 GHz, corresponding well to the round-trip frequency in the 
2-mm-long waveguide (c/2nl = 3×108 m/s/(2×3.4×2×10-3 m) = 22.0 ×109 s-1 = 22.0 GHz, 
assuming the effective refractive index of the waveguide is n = ~3.4). Some FP modes are 
missing in the spectrum (such as the one between 1 and 2 and the one between 17 and 18), 
which is attributed to the residual water vapor absorption existing in the FTIR system that 
was only dry nitrogen gas purged. The blue curve of Figure 5.17 shows that the spectral 
features of the residual water vapour absorption of the FTIR system (the blue curve) can 
be pretty strong at some frequencies. 
 
Figure 5.17 Red curve: lasing spectrum of THz QCL G0226 biased to 250 A/cm2, at a heat 
sink temperature of 13 K. The device is 150 µm × 2 mm, and tested under pulse mode (1 
kHz, 0.15% duty cycle). The frequencies of observed Fabry-Perot lasing modes are marked 







In this chapter, the MBE growth results for two THz QCL active regions were presented. 
The XRD fitting results for the first device, THz QCL G0216, show the grown structure 
suffers mismatches of ~5% of in layer thickness and 2% in aluminum composition 
compared to target parameters. Results for the second, heterogeneous structure (G0226), 
only small discrepancies of ~3% in layer thicknesses and ~0.2% in aluminum compositions 
were observed, which indicated that the growth very nearly on target.  
 
Achievements related to the fabrication of our THz QCL devices and metal-metal 
waveguides, were also presented. Several tested and, subsequently, optimized recipes for 
major fabrication steps were briefly introduced. As one of the most important steps for THz 
QCL fabrication, the RIE dry etching process, which produces critically import mesa ridges 
in our waveguides, was discussed, and two successful recipes were demonstrated.  
 
To prove the quality of active region growth and metal-metal waveguide fabrication, 
LJV measurements results for THz QCL G0216 and G0226 were presented. Although the 
MBE growth of G0216 slightly shifted from the structure design, fabricated devices from 
G0216 still lased up to a maximum temperature of 144 K due to the success of the 
fabricated low-loss cavity as well as the high quality of the grown epitaxial layers. The LJV 
and spectrum measurement results for THz QCL G0226 were also presented. The 
experimental results are consistent in terms of maximum lasing temperature, threshold 
current density, the shape of the JV curve, and broad lasing spectrum, proving the high 
quality and stability of active region growth and waveguide fabrication. The lasing spectral 
result clearly demonstrates the lasing operation of the G0226 device with up to 20 equally-
spacing Fabry-Perot modes, indicating potential frequency comb operation, which needs 












In summary, a new THz QCL frequency comb device that covers a wide frequency range 
from 2 to 4 THz, is proposed based on the combination of a broadband gain active region 
design and a novel GVD-compensated DBR structure. Two new quantum-well active 
region designs, one based on a BTC scheme and one based on a RP scheme, are presented 
and simulated, both showing broad-band gain spectrum coverage. A complete theoretical 
model is established and employed to systematically investigate the behaviors of chirped 
DBR waveguides with different geometric parameters. A novel two-section chirped DBR 
waveguide is designed. The simulation results demonstrate improved GVD compensation 
over an octave frequency range from 2 to 4 THz. A THz QCL with a broad-band gain active 
region design is subsequently fabricated, which lases up to a maximum lasing temperature 
of 111 K. 
 
To support heterogeneous active region design, a rate equation model is created and 
employed to simulate a previously reported heterogeneous structure. The simulation results 
are compared to the published experimental data. After confirming the model is capable of 
predicting the current-voltage (IV) and gain characteristics of THz QCLs with 
heterogeneous active regions, it is deployed to design and investigate two new 
heterogeneous structures with a lasing frequency coverage of 2-4 THz. In the first design, 
three different BTC active regions with central lasing frequencies of 2.5 THz, 3.1 THz, and 
3.6 THz, respectively, are designed for achieving broad-band operation at a temperature of 
25 K. The inherent broad gain bandwidths of each individual BTC active region together 
with the overall contribution of the heterogeneous structure yield an ultra-broadband gain 
spectrum coverage from 2 to 4 THz. In the second design, four different 3-well RP active 





designed for targeting an operating temperature of 77 K (liquid nitrogen temperature) or 
higher. The new design could lead to a new record operating temperature for ultra-broad-
band THz QCLs.  
 
To support waveguide design, a one-dimensional (1D) model, based on the transfer 
matrix method in MATLAB, is developed. A systematic investigation to explore the GVD 
compensation characteristcs of chirped DBR structures in metal-metal waveguides is 
performed. The simulation results reveal the basic behaviors and properties of the chirped 
DBR structure. A more rigorous three-dimensional (3D) model based on COMSOL is 
established for designing and simulating the chirped DBR waveguides for real devices. The 
simulation results show that to make deeper corrugations in the DBRs is more effective for 
achieving broadband reflectance than to increase the number of corrugation periods. 
Unfortunately, large corrugation depth would strongly distort the group delay dispersion 
compensation behavior of the DBRs.  
 
To eliminate the strong ripples observed in the group delay curves, which result 
from the abrupt transition from the flat ridge segment to the chirped DBR segment, a two-
section chirped DBR structure is proposed. The new two-section DBR consists of a buffer 
section between the flat ridge segment and the chirped DBR segment. The new two-section 
chirped DBR yields a much smoother group delay compensation over a very broad 
frequency range, which may significantly improve the performance of ultra-broad band 
frequency comb THz QCLs. Based on the simulation results, two groups of chirped DBR 
structures are designed: 1. A conventional chirped DBR structure for GVD compensation 
between 2.5 THz and 3.5 THz for our F-series THz QCLs; 2. A two-section chirped DBR 
structure for GVD compensation over an octave-spanning frequency range from 2 to 4 THz 
for the new heterogeneous active regions mentioned earlier.  
 
Two THz QCL wafers are grown using MBE: G0216 which is based on the SA 
scheme, and G0226, which is based on the BTC scheme. G0226 is a heterogeneous 
structure that consists of three quantum designs targeting different lasing frequencies. 





Nano -Centre clean-room fab lab. The light-current density-voltage (LJV) measurement 
results of the G0216 THz QCLs demonstrate a high maximum lasing temperature of 144 
K. The LJV measurement results of the G0226 device reveal a maximum lasing 
temperature of 111 K, and a low threshold current density of 218 A/cm2. The pulse mode 
spectrum measurement result of the G0226 device show a broad lasing spectrum covering 
the frequencies from 2.36 to 2.86 THz at a temperature of 13 K, representing the frequency 
comb operation. The experimental results confirm the high quality and stability of the MBE 
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